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DATA FILE

Ray Marston looks at a variety of dc lamp/LED flasher switches and brightness—control circuits in the latest part of his power control series.

We concluded last month’s episode of ‘Data File’ by looking at various dc power control principles. This month we show how these principles can be put to use to make a variety of practical dc lamp/LED power control circuits. We start by looking at simple LED flasher designs.

LED ‘flasher’ circuits

Simple ‘static’ dc on/off lamp or LED power switching actions are usually best carried out via conventional electro-mechanical switches or relays, which give minimal voltage loss but generate slight switching RFI. Repetitive dc switching, such as in lamp or LED flasher (pulser) circuits, however, is often best carried out via solid-state power switches, to minimise RFI problems. Figs 1 to 6 show a variety of practical circuits of this type.

Fig 1 shows a transistor 2-LED flasher circuit that operates at about one flash per second and turns one LED on as the other turns off, and vice versa. The circuit is wired as an astable multivibrator, with its timing controlled via C1-R3 and C2-R4. The LEDs and their current-limiters (R1 and R2) are used as the transistor collector loads. This circuit can be converted to single-LED operation by replacing the unwanted LED with a short circuit.

Fig 2 shows an IC version of the 2-LED flasher based on the faithful old 555 timer chip or its more modern CMOS counterpart, the 7555. The IC is wired in the astable mode, with its time constant determined by C1 and R4. The action is such that IC output pin 3 alternately switches between the ground and positive supply voltage levels, shorting out and disabling one or other of the two LEDs. The circuit can be converted to single-LED operation by omitting the unwanted LED and its associated current-limiting resistor.

Lamp flasher circuits

The above two circuits are suitable for driving LED loads up to only a few tens of mA; if desired, greater output currents can be obtained by interposing a suitable transistor ‘booster’ stage between the astable output and the external load, as shown in Figs 3 to 6. In each of these circuits the astable is designed around one half of an inexpensive 4001B CMOS IC, and Q2 can drive a 12V lamp load at maximum currents of up to 2A.

In Fig 3, the astable operates at a fixed rate set by R1 and non-polarised (NP) capacitor C1, and turns the lamp on and off about forty times per minute (ie, at 1.5 seconds per flash). The astable output (from pin 4) switches alternately between 0V and the full positive supply voltage; when this output is at 0V, Q1-Q2 are driven on via R2, and the lamp is illuminated, but when the output is fully positive Q1-Q2 are cut off, and the lamp is also off. Note that this circuit drives a
lamp that has one side tied to the zero-volts rail.

The basic Fig 3 circuit can be usefully modified in a number of ways, as shown in Fig 4. Firstly, the astable frequency can be made variable by replacing R1 with a series-connected 470k resistor and a variable 1MΩ resistor, thus making the flash rate variable between twenty-seven and eighty times per minute. Secondly, the output can be used to drive lamps that have one side tied to the positive supply rail by using the alternative output stage shown in the diagram. Finally, the astable can, if desired, be turned on and off via SW1 and the high-impedance pin 1 'gate' pin of the IC1a, as shown, rather than via a switch wired in series with the positive supply rail.

The above two astable circuits generate 1:1 duty cycles or mark/space ratios, and thus turn the lamp on and off for equal periods. Fig 5 shows how the basic circuit can be modified to give a programmed duty cycle (PDC) so that, for example, the lamp gives a 0.75 seconds flash once every 8.25 seconds, thus giving a 1:10 duty cycle and giving great current economy as an emergency lamp flasher. The lamp’s on time is controlled by D1-R1 and is fixed at about 0.75 seconds, but the off time is controlled by D2-R2 and can be varied over a wide range; the R2 value can vary from a few kilohms to tens of Megohms, and gives an off time of 0.75 seconds at 1MΩ, or 7.5 seconds at 10 Megohms, etc.

Fig 6 shows how the above circuit can be modified for use with the alternative type of output stage, and with direct astable on/off gating. This diagram also shows how R2 can be replaced with a fixed and a variable resistor in series, so that the off time of the lamp is made variable. No specific values are shown for these two resistors, but note that R2a determines the minimum value of the off time, and R2b determines the maximum off value.

**Automatic flashers**

Each of the above four lamp flasher circuits are manually activated; Figs 7 and 8 show how the basic and the PDC circuits can be modified so that they activate automatically when the ambient light level falls below a pre-set value.

Both of these circuits operate in the same basic way; in each case, the astable is wired in the ‘gated’ mode, but has its gate (pin 1) signal applied in the form of a variable voltage that is generated via light-sensitive potential divider LDR-RV1. The action of the astable is such that it is disabled, with its pin 4 output driven high, when this gate voltage exceeds a ‘threshold’ value of approximately half-supplyvolts, but is automatically enabled when this voltage is below the threshold value.

In these circuits, the light-sensitive LDR gives a low resistance under bright
conditions, and a high resistance under dark ones. Thus the LDR/RB1 divider generates a high voltage when it is bright and a low voltage when it is dark. RV1 enables this voltage to be adjusted so that it precisely matches the IC's 'threshold' value at the desired light 'trip' level. Consequently, when RV1 is suitably adjusted, these lamp flasher circuits turn on automatically when the light level falls below the desired trip level, and turn off again when it rises above that level.

NB . . .

The LDRs used in these circuits can be any cadmium-sulphide photocells with resistances greater than a few thousand ohms at the required turn-on light levels; RV1 should have a maximum value roughly double that of the LDR under the turn-on condition. When building these circuits, note that the LDR faces must be shielded from the light of the flasher lamps, so that the LDRs respond to ambient light level but are unaffected by the lamp-flashing action. Also note that master on/off switch SW1 is wired in series with the supply line of each circuit, so that each circuit can be disabled when put away in a dark storage area.

One-shot lamp drivers

Another useful type of dc lamp-driving power control circuit is the one-shot or auto-turn-off design. This turns the lamp on as soon as a start button is pressed, but then turns it off again automatically after a pre-set interval variable from a few seconds to several minutes. Figs 9 and 10 show practical circuits of this type.

Both of these operate in the same basic way, and have two gates of a 4001B CMOS IC wired as a simple manually-triggered monostable multivibrator. Normally, the monostable output is low, so Q1 and Q2 are both cut off and zero power is fed to the lamp. When SW1 is briefly closed the monostable triggers and its output switches high, driving the transistors and lamp fully on. After a pre-set delay, the monostable output automatically switches back to the low state again, and the transistors and lamp turn off. The circuit action is then complete.

The time delay of each circuit is determined by the \( C1 \times R1 \) values, and equals roughly 0.5 sec/\( \mu \)F of \( C1 \) value when \( R1 \) equals 680k. \( C1 \) can be an electrolytic component and can have any value up to a maximum of about 1000\( \mu \)F, thus giving time delays of up to several minutes; this capacitor must, however, have reasonably low leakage characteristics.

Note that these two circuits can give control of lamps that have one side taken to either the positive or the zero voltage rail, but that the transistor output stages differ from those described earlier.

---
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Dc lamp-dimmer circuits

It was explained earlier in this series that a load’s dc power levels can be varied by using either ‘variable-voltage’ or ‘switched-mode’ control techniques, and either of these techniques can in fact be used to control the brightness of a dc filament lamp. Fig 11 shows the practical circuit of a simple variable-voltage type of dc lamp dimmer.

In Fig 11, RV1 acts as a variable potential divider which applies an input voltage to the base of emitter follower Q1, which buffers (power boosts) this voltage and applies it to the lamp. RV1 thus enables the lamp voltage (and thus its brilliance) to be fully varied from zero to maximum. Disadvantages of this simple circuit are that it is very inefficient, since all unwanted power is ‘lost’ across Q1, and Q1 needs a large power rating and must be capable of handling the cold current of the lamp.

Fig 12 illustrates the basic principles of switch-mode variable power control. Here, an electronic switch (SW1) is wired in series with the lamp and can be opened and closed via a pulse-generator waveform. When this pulse is high, SW1 is closed and power is fed to the lamp; when the pulse is low SW1 is open, and no power is fed to the lamp.

The important thing to note about the Fig 12 pulse generator is that it generates a waveform with a fixed frame width but with a variable mark/space (M/S) (on/off) ratio or duty cycle, thereby enabling the mean lamp voltage to be varied. Typically, the M/S ratio is fully variable from 1:20 to 20:1, enabling the mean lamp voltage to be varied from 5% to 95% of the dc supply-voltage value.

Because of the inherently long thermal time constant of a filament lamp, its brilliance responds relatively slowly to rapid changes in input power. Consequently, if the frame width of the Fig 12 waveform generator is less than roughly 20ms (i.e., the repetition frequency is greater than 50Hz), the lamp will show no sign of flicker, and its brilliance can be varied by altering the M/S ratio.

Thus, if the M/S ratio of the Fig 12
The circuit is set at 20:1, the mean lamp voltage is 11.4 V and the consequently hot lamp consumes 10.83 W. Alternatively, with the M/S ratio set at 1:20, the mean lamp voltage is only 600 mV, so the lamp is virtually cold and consumes a mere 120 mW. Therefore, the lamp power consumption can be varied over a 90:1 range via the M/S ratio control. Note, however, that this wide range of control is obtained with virtually zero power loss within the system, since power is actually controlled by SW1, which is always either fully on or fully off. So, the switched-mode control system is highly efficient (typical efficiency is about 95%).

Fig 13 shows a practical switched-mode dc lamp dimmer circuit. Here, IC1a and IC1b are wired as an astable multivibrator that operates at a fixed frequency of about 100 Hz and has its output fed to the lamp via Q1 and Q2. However, it has the mark part of its waveform controlled via C1-D1-R1 and the right-hand part of RV1, and the space part controlled via C1-D2-R2 and the left-hand part of RV1, thus enabling the M/S ratio to be varied from 1:20 to 20:1 via RV1, and so enabling the mean lamp power to be varied over a 90:1 range. Note that on/off switch SW1 is ganged to RV1, enabling the circuit to be turned fully off by turning the RV1 brilliance control fully anti-clockwise, and that R6-C2 protect IC1 against damage from supply-line transients, thus enabling the circuit to be powered via 12 V motor vehicle supplies, etc.

The Fig 13 circuit can be used to control the brilliance of any low-power (up to 24 W) 12 V filament lamp that has one side wired to the zero volt rail of the power supply. Fig 14 shows how the design can be modified (by using an alternative output stage) for use with lamps that have one side wired to the positive rail of the power supply. Finally, Fig 15 shows how the basic switched-mode circuit can be used to efficiently control the brilliance of one (or more) LEDs, at maximum currents up to about 20 mA. In this case the two spare gates of IC1 are wired as simple parallel-connected inverters and used to provide a medium-current buffered drive to the LED via current-limiter R3. This circuit can be powered from any DC supply in the range 5 to 15 V.
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AN EXPERIMENTAL LF SPIRAL ANTENNA SYSTEM

by Richard Q Marris G2BZQ

This experimental antenna system started life as a prototype and was designed so that changes could be made to the system in the light of trials, and also for future use with a variety of receivers.

What is an LF loop antenna? It consists of a compacted spiral loop for long range LF reception. This system covers that much neglected range between 140 and 400kHz which is part of the LF spectrum and therefore covers all of the long wave band, with overlap at the ends. It can also be easily modified to cover a lower or higher frequency range. At first it was only intended to be an experimental antenna system, but because of its superb performance it is now a permanent fixture, with the wave-range adjusted for use with a PCR receiver converted for long range, long wave reception.

There is far more activity in this spectrum than first meets the eye, with entertainment and DX possibilities in the long wave section and a variety of interesting and occasionally strange signals sometimes of DX origin. With a good receiver and antenna the QRM can be unexpected and almost unbelievable.

Until recently, I had neglected this part of the LF spectrum since childhood when a variety of crystal sets and one and two-valve wireless sets were made. After a lot of experimental work on loops for various frequency ranges, it became apparent that a spiral loop antenna gives better directional selectivity (nulling) than a conventional 'box' loop, though it is usually more difficult to construct.

Published information on LF loop design is difficult to find, but one fact is clear which is that a long wave box loop requires approximately 3 1/2 times more wire than a medium wave loop. When it comes to LF loops, however, a standard box-style construction is rarely attempted or if it is, then details appear to be seldom published.

From personal experience the LF spiral is a difficult project for the faint-hearted to contemplate designing and making. In addition, the design of a compacted spiral LF loop can be difficult to fit on to a limited table space. For the medium or short wave bands, however, it is a comparatively simple project. The result is not beautiful to look at, but it works superbly and is far superior to a box loop of a similar size. The Spiral is 19 1/2in high by 16in wide. It is not difficult to build providing you follow the instructions carefully and take your time.

Description

The general view of the antenna in Fig 1 shows an 'X' boom holding the multiturn spiral winding on a solid base unit, plus the tuning capacitor and a coaxial feedline socket. In Fig 2 the spiral L1 is tuned by a two-gang, 350 + 180pF variable capacitor wired in parallel, ie 530pF in total. This VC came complete with an impressive-looking reduction drive gearing which unfortunately had backlash, so the gearing had to be removed. Remember that it is essential to use an insulated extension spindle on the VC to eliminate hand capacity effects.

Various means of coupling to the receiver were tried, including coupling directly to an FET amplifier. This worked well, except that the receiver already had a very high RF and IF gain. The most effective coupling loops were two pairs of turns in series (L2). Note that the pairs are spaced apart adjacent to L1. However, facilities were left to enable L1 to be tapped or used with an integral amplifier later if required.

L2 is coupled to the receiver via a 3750pF silver mica capacitor (C1) and a 50 ohm coaxial feedline. C1 was arrived at experimentally for best loop sensitivity-v-bandwidth. If a 75 ohm coaxial feedline is used then a smaller value of C1 should be tried. It should be noted that eliminating C1 widens the bandwidth, thus introducing poor selectivity.

Construction

Figs 3a and 3b show the construction of the X boom comprising two lengths of sound, dry wood each measuring 24in long by 1/2in wide which have been
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dovetailed together at the centre and secured with a nut, bolt and washers. It should be noted that the two pieces are not at right angles (see Fig 3a).

At the end of each boom-arm a slot is cut down the ‘flat’ side to accommodate the loop wire. Before cutting the slot a \( \frac{3}{8} \) in diameter hole should be drilled from the end as shown in Fig 3b (this prevents the wood from splitting when sawing the slot). Begin cutting each slot with a junior hacksaw until the saw-frame prevents further progress and then continue with a saw-blade. A small ‘V’ is filed at the end of each slot to guide the wire into place. Sandpapering the slot removes the saw marks and rounds the edges of the slot.

The base unit shown in Fig 4 is stable enough to prevent the finished assembly from tipping over or falling off a turntable. The vertical member holds the X boom (see Fig 1). After completing the winding it was found that the weight of the wire made the vertical member ‘whippy’, so a bracing strip was added. Both the X boom and base were finished with a quick-drying teak wood dye. A 5-way terminal block is fitted to the end of the bottom right-hand boom so that the loop can be connected to an amplifier, or to the variable capacitor (VC) if loop coupling turns are used. The block was cut from a standard 12-way block. Only the two outside terminals are used to anchor and space the loop ends, leaving the remaining three holes for possible loop taps later. At the rear of the base unit a coaxial socket is mounted on a vertical bracket, with the VC fixed to the front of the centre piece and spaced out with a small block of wood to keep it clear of the winding. The exact mounting details of the VC will depend on the VC-type used. An insulated extension spindle should then be fitted to the VC spindle.

A 100m reel of 1/0.6mm PVC wire (1.2mm o/d) was used for winding the spiral L1, and the X boom was removed from the base unit. One end of the wire is anchored to the inner terminal of the block (see Fig 5) and the entire 100m is wound anti-clockwise from one end slot to the other (see Fig 3b). It is necessary to force the wire down the end slots one by one. After three turns the \( \frac{3}{8} \) in diameter holes are filled and then you continue, turn by turn, until all of the wire has been completely wound. This will probably take at least one hour. The wire end is cut and terminated at the outer terminal of the 5-way terminal block. This produces a spiral loop which, if resonated by the VC, will have an LF resonance of well below 140kHz. This is not important at this stage and will be covered later under Pruning and tuning.

With so many turns the wire has a nasty habit of catching everything, so collars should be fitted (see Fig 1) comprising several pieces of glossy card 3in wide by \( \frac{1}{2} \) in long, folded over sharply from the middle and slipped over each side of the winding then secured with staples (see Fig 5). This is preferable to using insulating tape which makes it difficult to remove the turns later.

The coupling coil L2 is wound by passing two turns through each of the two holes drilled behind the slots (Fig 3b). After bolting the X boom to the vertical member of the base unit, the lead ends of L2 are connected to the coaxial socket via the 3750pF capacitor. The VC is connected to the ends of L1 at the terminal block.

An initial test can be made by connecting the loop to the receiver’s input antenna socket with 3 or 4ft of 50 ohm coaxial feedline. Long wave BC stations should be received and a check made of the frequency range. Finally, adjust the loop from 140 to 400kHz (or the required range).

Pruning and tuning

When the spiral has been completed it will perform over most of the long wave band (BC) with a low frequency of 150kHz (2000m). The initial resonating and nulling tests are done at this stage, and a note should be taken of the frequency range.

The procedure for pruning and tuning the spiral L2 to the required frequency range of 140 to 400kHz (2142 to 750m) is simple. The immediate task is to resonate 140kHz with the VC rotor plates nearly fully meshed. This was done by disconnecting the outer turn of L1 from
the boom-arm’s terminal block (see Fig 3), cutting off one turn, reconnecting, checking and recording the tuning range and then removing each turn until 140kHz can just be resonated while the VC is fully meshed. With the VC plates fully open it peaks at just over 400kHz. Approximately 18m of wire should be removed, leaving 82m of wire in the spiral L1.

Options
Although this is an experimental project, the LF spiral offers various interesting options to the potential builder:
1. Make the prototype and enjoy using the 140 to 400kHz range (2142 to 750m).
2. Leave the full 100m of wire on the spiral intact to give a low frequency of below 140kHz, thus clipping off the HF end of the long wave band. To obtain further LF a silver mica capacitor of 300pF should be wired across the VC or, alternatively, a 2 x 500pF, 2 gang, VC could be used.
3. Remove more wire to get into the HF end of the medium wave band while leaving the VC plates open. This will lose part of the LF end of the long wave band, but should nearly tune to BBC 4 on 200kHz (it’s moving to 198kHz).
4. The more adventurous constructor might use the complete 100m of wire and fit a couple of taps on L1 to obtain the facilities of 1, 2 and 3 above.

Whichever option you decide to follow, only remove the turns one at a time and keep a running log of ‘turns off’ and the ‘frequency range’. Remember, it is easier to cut wire off the winding than to add it on, and that any variation in construction or winding, however slight, may vary the initial frequency range, although pruning and tuning will cover this.

Constructing a large spiral loop for LF differs from the more usual 40in medium wave box loop which has, perhaps, seven turns of wire, because if you make a mistake the wire can be removed and replaced or rewound. On a compacted spiral loop with a large number of turns wound into slots you are firmly committed, since it would be necessary to start again because of being too hasty with the pruning and tuning operation. Rotation of the loop will either peak-up signals which are wanted, or reduce ORM/ORN and electrical interference from domestic appliances and house wiring.

Conclusion
The original purpose of this experiment was achieved. In the case of compacted spiral LF antennas, textbook information was unavailable and the result was achieved by proceeding cautiously, step by step, while thoroughly checking the frequency range. The antenna system is sufficiently versatile to enable future ideas to be developed with modifications, rather than having to start from the beginning.

Although antenna coupling turns are used, they can be ignored when the spiral is used with an amplifier. This loop can be ‘tapped’ as required by routing the tap(s) to one of the spare connections on the boom-arm’s terminal block. The performance of the LF compacted spiral far exceeded expectations and proved to be a reliable and compact system to use.
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Dear Customers

We thank you for your continued support and wish you all a Very Happy Christmas and Prosperous New Year.

Our stock of valves particularly UK manufactured items has had to grow and you can be assured of a continued supply of most types for many years.

FOR 1989 We have recently introduced a special in house selection facility and can offer the following service for Audio HiFi etc.

- Special selection of pre amp valves for low microphony etc...**£1.00 per valve**
- Supply and fitting of pre amp damping rings...**£1.00 per ring**
- Special selection and matching of power valves....**£1.00 per valve**

Please ask for valves not listed. We have over 4000 types available including CV types and Vintage valves dating from 1921. Quoting for Vintage types can take a few hours but we are usually able to find even the most rare type. Remember we stock all valves from acorns to Z band transmitters.

*Best Wishes for 1989*

**PETER AND MICK**
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### INTEGRATED CIRCUITS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AC32</th>
<th>0.04</th>
<th>BC100B</th>
<th>0.10</th>
<th>BD237</th>
<th>0.40</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AC33</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>BC100C</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>BC37</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC34</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>BC102A</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>BD238</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC35</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>BC102B</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>BD239</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC36</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>BC102C</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>BD240</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC37</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>BC102D</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>BD241</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC38</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>BC102E</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>BD242</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC39</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>BC102F</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>BD243</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC40</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>BC102G</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>BD244</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC41</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>BC102H</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>BD245</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC42</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>BC102I</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>BD246</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC43</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>BC102J</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>BD247</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC44</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>BC102K</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>BD248</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC45</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>BC102L</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>BD249</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC46</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>BC102M</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>BD250</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC47</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>BC102N</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>BD251</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC48</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>BC102O</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>BD252</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC49</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>BC102P</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>BD253</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### SEMICONDUCTORS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AC38</th>
<th>0.04</th>
<th>BC100B</th>
<th>0.10</th>
<th>BD237</th>
<th>0.40</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AC39</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>BC100C</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>BD238</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC40</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>BC100D</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>BD239</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC41</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>BC100E</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>BD240</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC42</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>BC100F</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>BD241</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC43</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>BC100G</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>BD242</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC44</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>BC100H</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>BD243</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC45</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>BC100I</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>BD244</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC46</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>BC100J</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>BD245</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC47</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>BC100K</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>BD246</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC48</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>BC100L</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>BD247</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC49</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>BC100M</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>BD248</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC50</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>BC100N</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>BD249</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC51</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>BC100O</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>BD250</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### DIODES

**BY38-110**

**BY38-50R**

**BY38-55R**

**BY79-60**

**BY271-60**

**BY34-60**

**BY34-120**

**BY34-150**

**BY34-220**

**BY34-300**

**BY34-500**

**BY34-1000**

- 0.50
- 0.80
- 0.80
- 0.80
- 0.80
- 0.80
- 0.80
- 0.80
- 0.80
- 0.80

### EHT MULTIPLIERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Line</th>
<th>Output Transformers</th>
<th>Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Decca 21000 Mono</td>
<td>7.50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decca 21000 Mono</td>
<td>7.50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decca 21000 Mono</td>
<td>7.50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decca 21000 Mono</td>
<td>7.50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decca 21000 Mono</td>
<td>7.50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decca 21000 Mono</td>
<td>7.50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decca 21000 Mono</td>
<td>7.50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decca 21000 Mono</td>
<td>7.50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decca 21000 Mono</td>
<td>7.50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decca 21000 Mono</td>
<td>7.50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### VIDEO HEADS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>New Range - Lower Prices</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>In doubt please phone quoting your model number and we will confirm the price</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### VIDEO BELT KITS

- **S-VHS** For Fagorcars/VCP 34.00
- **S-VHS** For National Panasonic/WV7735 29.50
- **S-VHS** For National Panasonic/WV7735 29.50
- **S-VHS** For National Panasonic/WV7735 29.50
- **S-VHS** For Yamaha 29.50
- **S-VHS** For Wharfdale 29.50
- **S-VHS** For Wharfdale 29.50
- **S-VHS** For Ichitaru from Nevra 35.00
- **S-VHS** For Ichitaru from Nevra 35.00
- **S-VHS** For Toyota/Seiko 36.00
- **S-VHS** For Sony SLV-918 etc 48.00

### CATHODE RAY TUBES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>NEW</strong> For 1989</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>We have recently introduced a microphony etc £1.00 per valve</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

Please mention RADIO & ELECTRONICS WORLD when replying to any advertisement

MARCH 1989
Short Wave News for DX Listeners
by Frank A Baldwin

All titles in UTC, bold figures indicate the frequency in kHz

Now is the time for listening on and around the 60m band (4750 to 5060kHz) for those elusive signals emanating from the Spice Islands – Indonesia.

The prime times for Indonesian station reception are from 1515 to 1800 and 2200 to 2400.

Listed below are some of the Indonesian stations that I have logged here, except where stated, during the past two months.

RRI (Radio Republik Indonesia) located at Ujung Pandang in Sulawesi (Celebes) operates on 4719.3 from 0855 to 1605 or 1625 but sometimes from 2055 to 0030 on, or around, 4783. The power is 50kW.

On or around the frequency of 4753 with the power of 25kW, RRI Ujung Pandang is on the air from 2055 to 0030 but sometimes only from 0855 to 1605 or 1625. The actual frequency can vary from 4753.1 to 4783.8. This alternate channel working must be very confusing for the local populace.

Adjusting the receiver to 4774.8 may result in the signals of RRI Jakarta in Jawa (Java) being heard. Programa Nasional is timed from 2158 to 0100 and irregularly from 0958 to 171 with Programa Khusus being on the air from 0100 to 0200 on Sunday and from 0800 to 0958 (irregularly to 1500).

The frequency can vary to 4783 and beyond.

All RRI transmitters are obliged by law to relay the Indonesian originated news bulletins every hour, on the hour, from 2300 to 0000 and from 1200 to 1700 inclusive. Newscasts are usually preceded by the interval signal, a distinctive repeated musical theme entitled Love Ambon, sometimes termed 'Song of the Coconut Islands'.

RRI Fakfak in Irian Jaya (West Irian) represents perhaps the greatest Indonesian DX achievement realistically possible on the 60m band. I have not heard it so far this season – or during the last one for that matter! The frequency varies from 4789.7 to 4791.1, the power being varied at will from 0.25 to 1kW.

The schedule is from 0200 to 0100 (1kW), from 0100 to 0900 (0.5kW), from 0700 to 1400 (1kW) and from 1400 to 2000 (0.25kW). Around midnight working may be possible with the first provide the best chance of logging RRI Fakfak for us DXers located in the UK.

RRI Ambon, Maluku (Moluccas), is reportedly now on 4840.0 (ex-4850.9) and parallel 3241.4. At 10kW, it is scheduled from 2000 to 2100 to 0015, from 0330 to 0600 and from around 0800 to 1400. This station is noted for frequently changing channels, and for this reason is rated as elusive.

RRI Palembang in Sumatera (Sumatra) is another Indonesian station not heard up to the time of writing, and is only rarely logged here in the UK. It operates on 4855.8 with a power of 10kW from 2200 to 0300 and from 0900 to 1600.

Another Irian Jaya transmitter is that located at Sorong. RRI Sorong has a power of 10kW and is active on, or around 4874.9 from 0800 to 1500 and from 2000 to 2200 but has been reported as being active from 2000 to 2200 on 4870 and is therefore thought to alternate these two channels. It has lately been reported by Asian DXers as being on the air from 1330 and 2000. This is another Indonesian station rarely heard here in the UK.

One that has been heard on many occasions during this present season is the 1kW RRI Sibolga in Sumatra. It transmits from 2300 to 2400, from 0800 to 1200 and from 1440 to 1715 but has also been reported as being on the air from 0000 to 0135. It has also been heard closing down at 2135, the schedule obviously varying to quite a degree. The frequency is also variable, from 4910.1 to 4911 in fact.

The frequency of 4927 is that of RRI Jambi in Sumatra. This 7.5kW transmitter operates from 2200 to 0100 (Sunday until 0700) and from 1000 to 1400. This one has been logged here during the last time period, and it is during these times that UK DXers have their best chance of logging the station.

Another Indonesian station recorded in the logbook during this present season is RRI Surakarta, in Java. When located, this one was found to be on a measured 4931.6kHz. It operates from 0700 to 1705, the power being 10kW.

RRI Banda Aceh in Sumatra on 4954.7 appears to operate irregularly from 2200 to 0100 (Sunday until 0500), regularly from 0500 to 0800, to 0800 to 1600, 1700 or 1805 signoff. However, it alternates with the 3904.8kHz channel and irregularly is on both frequencies in parallel.

Another frequently heard Indonesian is RRI Yogakarta in Java. At 20kW, it is on the air from 0930 to 1800 varying in frequency from 5045.8 to 5046.5kHz. Success with this one sometimes provides a good indication of possible Indonesian reception during that particular operating session.

The out of band channel of 5256.4 provides an opportunity of logging the signals from the 1kW RRI Sibolga in Sumatra. Heard on several occasions during our late afternoons in the current season, RRI Sibolga is scheduled from 0900 through to 1900 but has been reported as being on the air from 2230 to 2330.

Lastly, it is worth trying to log the signals of RRI Pekanbaru in Sumatra, on 5894, during our afternoon period. At 1kW it operates from 0200 to 0830 and from around 1600 sign-on to close at 2200. During the season it has been heard here on several occasions but would seem to be irregular in operation.

ON THE AIR
We start with some recently heard African stations, but the salient feature of the month has been the logging of several Chinese regional transmitters which, together with reception of some Indonesian originated signals, has resulted in many entries in the logbook.

AFRICA
Benin
Cotonou on 4870 at 0545, chants in the African manner followed by a talk in vernacular. The Home Service in French and vernaculars is on this channel from 0500 to 0600 (Saturday and Sunday from 0600 to 2300), from 1100 to 1400 and from 1600 to 2300 with a power of 30kW. An English news bulletin is broadcast irregularly around 2000.

Cameroon
Garoua on 5010 at 0408, OM with a talk in vernacular. Radio Garoua transmits the Home Service in French and vernaculars from 0425 to 0805 and from 1630 to 2315 but does relay the Yaounde newscasts in English timed at 0530, 1800 and at 2100. The power is 100kW.

Chad
Radio Mondou on a measured 5287.1 at 0538, an and songs in vernacular. This station was also heard some days later on 5286.9 at 0457 when it opened with the National Anthem, a choral song, 'Bonjou Madame' then a news bulletin in French.

Radio Mondou operates the Home Service in French and vernaculars from 0500 to 0800 and from 1400 to 1830, the frequency sometimes varying to 5287.1. The power is 5kW and the best opportunity of logging this African station is from 0500 to 0530.

Kenya
The Voice of Kenya, Nairobi, on 4934 at 0300, OM with the station identification followed by a newscast in English. The General Service in English is radiated from 0200 (Sunday from 0230) to 0630 and from 1300 to 2010 (Saturday and Sunday until 2110). The power is unknown.

Nigeria
Kaduna on 4779 at 0511, OM with a news bulletin in English. Also heard a few days later at 0432, OM with the station identification, the date (Islamic Year) followed by a religious talk in English. The Home Service 2 in vernaculars and English is carried on this channel, timed from 0430 (sometimes from 0530) to 2305, the power being 50kW.

Senegal
Dakar on 4890 at 0547, pop music and songs, announcements in French. The National Service in French and vernaculars from Dakar is
around this frequency, varying a few kHz on occasions, from 0600 (Sunday from 0700) to 0830 and from 1515 to 2400. The power is 10kW.

**SOUTH AMERICA**

Colombia
Radio Caracol, Bogota, on 4755 at 0240, OM with the local news, the various place names preceding items but mostly about events in Bogota, this being followed by the station identification, all in Spanish. At 10kW, Radio Caracol on this frequency works around the clock.

Guatemala
Radio Tezulutlan, Coban, on 4835 at 0120, folk music and songs in Spanish then a talk in Quechua, a few days later being followed by another talk in Quechua then radiating some marimba music, a talk in Quechua, followed by some more marimba music, then OM with the station identification in Spanish. This Guatemalan station is on the air in Quechua and Spanish from 1100 or sometimes 1200 to 1830 and from 2100 to around 0230, the power being 1kW.

Venezuela
Radio Mundial, Caracas, on 5049.9 at 0558, Latin American dance music then OM with the station identification in Spanish. Also heard as late as 0648 when radiating a programme of local pops ending with the station identification in Spanish. The schedule is unknown at the time of writing.

**ASIA**

China
Voice of the Strait, Fuzhou, on 3300 at 1516, YL with a talk in Chinese. The schedule, as far as known, is from 1120 to 1625 with a power of 10kW.
Jilin PBS on 3310 at 2216, YL with a talk in Chinese. This one is difficult to receive owing to, amongst other factors, radio frequency interference for much of the transmission period. Just occasionally, however, the channel is clear, this providing an opportunity to hear signals from the transmitter location at Changchun. The Home Service in Chinese is on the channel from 2050 to 0630 and from 0820 to 1505 with an English language lesson timed from 1340 to 1410. The power is 10kW.
CPBS Beijing on 4250 at 2233, an English language lesson ending with 'Goodbye everyone', an announcement in Chinese, six pups and then the station identification in Chinese at 2300. The Home Service 2 in Chinese, except for the English language lessons from 0505 to 2330 and from 1100 to 1600, the power being 50kW.

Heilongjiang PBS, Harbin, on 4840 at 2154, Chinese songs and music, five pups at 2200, OM with the station identification and a newscast. The Home Service 1 in Chinese on this frequency is timed from 2050 to 0610 and from 0855 to a closing between 1200 and 1500. The power is 50kW.
Hunan PBS, Changsha, on 4990 at 1507, YL with songs in Chinese, some orchestral music followed by announcements. The Home Service 1 in Chinese on this frequency from 2100 to 0100, from 0320 to 0515 and from 0920 to 1610 which includes an English language lesson from 1330 to 1400. The power is 10kW.

India
AIR Lucknow on 3205 at 1517, YL with a talk in vernacular, also heard in parallel on 3235 and 3355. Lucknow is on the air from 0025 to 0215 and from 1100 to 1741 with the news in English timed at 1530 and 1730. The power is 10kW.
AIR Gahauti on 3375 at 1525, YL with a talk in vernacular, also heard in parallel as above and additionally on 3905 and 4800. Gahauti operates from 0025 to 0145 and from 1230 to 1741 and features an English newscast at 1530. The power is 10kW.

Mongolia
Ulgii, Bayan-Ulgii Province, on 4750 at 0140, Mongolian songs and mandolin music, YL with announcements. The Home Service 1 is carried on this channel from 2200 to 1600, the schedule including relays of the Moscow Foreign Service in Mongolian from 0600 to 0530, from 0930 to 1000 and from 1200 to 1245, in Russian (Tuesday and Friday only) from 1130 to 1200 and in Kazakh from 1330 to 1500. The power is 12.5kW.

Nepal
Kathmandu on 3230 at 1511, local style music with songs in Nepali, also heard in parallel on 5005. The Home Service in Nepal is on the air from 0000 to 0415, OM from 0015 to 0445, from 0715 to 1015 and from 1145 to 1715 with English news bulletins at 0215 and 1415. The power is 10kW.

Pakistan
Islamabad on 4780 at 1458, songs and music in the local manner, OM with the station identification, three pups and then a newscast. Several mentions of Ms Bhutto, all in Urdu, this being a relay of the Peshawar Home Service timed from 1300 to 1600. The power is 100kW.
Azad Kashmir, on 4790 at 1505, OM with an Urdu newscast in parallel with the above Islamabad transmission. Azad Kashmir radiates the Home Service in Urdu and Kashmiri from 1145 to 1804, this schedule including a relay of the Radio Pakistan English news-cast timed from 1600 to 1610. The power is 100kW.
Azad Kashmir was also heard on 4790 at 0056, a talk with several mentions of Pakistan, OM with the station identification at 0100 followed by a news bulletin, all in Urdu. Azad Kashmir on this rarely heard channel operates the Home Service in Urdu and Kashmiri from 0045 to 0430 at 100kW.

**SOUTH EAST ASIA**

Indonesia
RRI Padang, Sumatra, on 4002.7 at 1536, OM with a talk in Indonesian. At 10kW, Padang is on the air from 2200 to 0100 and again from 0900 to 1600.
RRI Surakarta, Java, on 4931.6 at 1528, songs and kronchong music. The schedule is from 1000, 1100 or 1330 to 1705 with a power of 10kW.
RRI Sibolga, Sumatra, on 5256.3 at 1230, Love Ambon interval signal, OM with the announcement 'warta berita' (news) and many mentions of Indonesia, this being followed by a choral song, all in Indonesian. Sibolga is on the air from 0900 to 1900 with a power of 1kW.

North Korea
Shinjuju, North Pyongyang Province, on 3919.6 at 2344, sombre orchestral music, OM with a talk in Korean, some songs and then an announcement. The Home Service 1 schedule is from 1958 to 1800 which includes regional originated programmes from 2230 to 2300, 0430 to 0520 and from 1110 to 1800. The power is 10kW.

Malaysia
Kuala Lumpur on 4845 at 1449, OM and YL with a duet, OM with a talk in Tamil, choral rendition of the National Anthem and off at 1500. The power is 50kW and the schedule of this Tamil Service is from 2100 to 0100 (Saturday until 0300, Sunday until 1500), from 0600 to 0300, from 0515 to 0600 (Saturday to 1500) and from 0700 to 1500 with newscasts in Bahasa Malaysia timed at 2230 and 1230. The power is 50kW.

**SOUTH AMERICA**

Colombo on 4870 at 0019, religious chants in Sinhala, drums, OM with a talk then some orchestral music. This transmitter was also logged at 1556 on a later occasion, OM with a song, some announcements, the station identification at 1600 followed by some promotions in Sinhala. On this frequency Colombo overrides the commercial service in Sinhala from 0000 to 0230 and from 1030 to 1730. An Educational Service in English is radiated from 0235 to 0628. The power is 10kW.

**SOUTH EAST ASIA**

Bukuvu, Zaire, on 4843.7 at 0346, YL with some announcements, African xylophone music, OM with announcements and a talk, all in French. Recently reactivated after an absence of just over a year, the present schedule of the 4kW Bukuvu is unknown at the time of writing.
Parakou, Benin, on 5025 at 0553, OM with a talk in French. This 20kW transmitter operates irregularly from 0600 to 0800 (Saturday and Sunday to 2300), from 1100 to 1400 and from 1600 to 2300. The power is 20kW.

**NOW HEAR THESE**

ABC Brisbane on 4920 at 1228, OM with English announcements amid a programme of recorded Country and Western songs and music. At 10kW, Brisbane operates around the clock.
Radio Kek'chi, Las Casas, Guatemala, on 4844.4 at 0150, OM with a talk in Kek'chi, some orchestral music, announcements and the station identification at 0200 then off without the National Anthem at 0203. This station reportedly opens between 1030 and 1200 and closes at 1250, opens again at 0000 and closes at 0230, which differs from the schedule observed here. The languages used are Kek'chi, a local vernacular and Spanish.
Morse code

The BBC's Radio 4 programme 'Today' recently carried a piece on the future of Morse code, basing their commentary on the fact that Portishead Radio, which handles much of the long distance marine traffic, was phasing out the use of Morse code in favour of computer data systems for message handling. There would, they suggested, be few marine radio operators in the future who could handle such traffic via the old, long established Morse code.

One cannot argue against the introduction of the new systems of communication, which are faster and often more efficient than the old Morse code. However, as the BBC's commentator remarked, there are still times when Morse code has its uses, for example, for long distance, lone sailors, such as Chay Blyth and Clare Francis, and sailors whose small craft would be quite unsuitable for more sophisticated equipment.

From our point of view, it seems unlikely that Morse will cease to play a very useful part in amateur radio communications. There are so many occasions where Morse is the best mode to use. In a survey recently carried out by the RSGB on the current feeling amongst their membership about matters relating to the future of amateur radio, the majority of members answering the consultative questionnaire regarded CW as a necessary requirement for the amateur radio transmitting licence. They also pointed out that 'many young people particularly enjoy the fun and experience of learning Morse code'. I firmly believe in this view. The beginner will be much more capable of building or acquiring Morse code transmitters, both technically and financially. Then there are the specialist interests such as EME, meteor scatter and DX working where very weak signals are the order of the day.

Even if Morse code is ultimately eradicated as a requirement for full amateur radio transmitting licences, it will be worthwhile for the radio amateur who wants to get the best out of his hobby, to learn to use CW properly. There is nothing so enjoyable as being able to 'converse' in CW. Fluency in this type of Morse gives as much pleasure as being able to speak a foreign language.

'Glasnost' for amateur radio

Some months ago we mentioned in these columns a 'Space Future Forum' held in Moscow. It was sponsored by the Space Research Institute of the USSR and was timed to coincide with the thirtieth anniversary of the launch of the first artificial earth satellite Sputnik. AMSAT was invited to participate at this meeting and took the opportunity of exploring the possibility of future cooperation on amateur satellite projects between American, European and Soviet teams.

The meetings were very useful, took place in a friendly atmosphere and, it was felt, augured well for cooperation between Soviet and American radio amateurs.

It seems that 'Glasnost' is having an effect on the amateur radio scene. Tony Smith G4FAL, in his feature 'Morse Report' in the September 1988 issue of our sister journal Amateur Radio, commented on the new-found freedom of Russian amateurs to QSL direct: 'Like everyone else, I know that QSLs with USSR stations must be sent via Box 88 Moscow. Imagine my surprise, therefore, when a UB5 recently sent "QSL DIRECT" to me. Thinking it was a mistake, I replied "QSL VIA BURO"? Back he came with "NO. QSL DIRECT, MY ADDRESS IS... PSE UR ADDRESS"? I sent my card straight away, expecting that if I got one back at all it would be via Box 88. Amazingly, and by return, I received direct, a QSL, a calendar, two postcards and a car windscreen sticker, the latter, of course, in Russian... Is this the new order of things? Has anyone else had the same experience?'

Yes, I have just had a similar experience. I received a QSL card from a Russian SWL, reporting a satellite QSO he had heard me having with a Russian station on the satellite OSO. His letter contained a QSL card and one from the station he worked. It seems they must have been friends or at least known each other. The letter also contained two self-addressed labels, on one of which was written in English 'I am a collector of stamps'. So things are certainly changing!

There have been reports from short wave listeners that many of the jamming stations operated by the USSR have disappeared during the past few months. This has been welcomed as it is now possible to hear some of the more choice DX stations which have hitherto been almost completely blocked out by these jammers. Furthermore, it is reported that President Gorbachev specifically mentioned in this New Year's message that he hoped more Soviet and British people would get to know each other, and that wireless jamming of each other's SW broadcasts would cease.

Amateur radio from MIR

Amateur radio is now well established on the Russian spacecraft MIR. The first amateur radio activities from MIR took place last November, when the astronauts Manarov and Titov made a four-hour spacewalk to repair the Dutch-British telescope mounted outside the spacecraft. This they did successfully, at the same time fixing a quarter-wave antenna for 2m on the outside of MIR. This was for use with a 2m amateur bands transceiver which had earlier been installed in MIR. Manarov had had no experience of making amateur radio QSOs, so to begin with he limited his activities to the times when MIR was over the USSR, so amateur stations in Moscow could help him if necessary. Since then he has been making QSOs with amateur radio stations throughout the world. Some language difficulties have been experienced as no one on the spacecraft at that time spoke English. However, a change of crew towards the end of the year resulted in an English speaking astronaut joining the crew, and since then amateur radio QSOs have been much more frequent.

A number of different frequencies are being used in the band 145.500 to 145.600MHz using FM. The callsigns being used are in the series U2MIR through to U0MIR. QSL cards and reports can be sent to: B Stepanov, UW3AX, POB 679, Moscow 107207, Moscow, USSR.

MIR interview

Whilst there are reports of successful amateur radio contacts with MIR from around the world, few have been confirmed from British amateurs at the time of writing. However, I received a very interesting letter from my daughter in Hamilton, Canada, saying that they had heard an excellent programme on their broadcast radio of a QSO made by a
Canadian amateur with MIR. She writes: 'I heard a fascinating interview on the radio some weeks ago about a Canadian (Albertian) radio amateur who had managed to contact the Russians in that satellite that's been circling the earth for a year. He had taped some of the call and it was so interesting to hear them talk together. It was after midnight when they made contact - his English was not very good but they had a good conversation. The Canadian amateur said he did not want to hog the airwaves and just kept on talking as well. There was only an eight-minute time span before his signal got too weak - but it was all very exciting. Was wondering if anyone in Britain had managed to speak to him?'

Ward Hunt Island expedition

Last month we gave some preliminary details of the forthcoming expedition by Sir Ranulph Fiennes to the North Pole. More details are now available about this, the third expedition to the North Pole for an 'unsupported' journey to the geographical North Pole. The intention of the expedition is for two people pulling sledges without any mechanical support, to make the journey on foot as did earlier explorers. No help from aircraft or other mechanical aids will be provided. The expedition will start from Ward Hunt Island in the north-west territories of Canada and will travel 450 miles in temperatures averaging -45° Celcius.

Previous attempts have had to be called off because of the weather and dreadful travelling conditions. The ground is not flat and smooth as might be expected from our experience of heavy snow, but is rough ice with pressure ridges on which sledging is at times almost impossible. Lawrence Howell GM4DMA and his wife Morag GM1ILL joined the last expedition as radio operators and they will be going this time to carry out radio observations and scientific experiments.

Base camp

The base camp consists of a canvas hut about 15ft by 10ft. The Howells' tasks will include maintaining a round-the-clock radio watch for the sledging party and carrying out a number of scientific observations including providing meteorological data for the World Meteorological Organisation, some ice core drilling sampling and investigating the local flora and fauna. They will carry out propagation experiments on 50 and 144MHz and satellite communication using the Russian amateur radio satellite RS11. The very high geographic and magnetic latitudes will add an interesting dimension to these observations.

They expect to arrive at Ward Hunt Island on 3 March. Listeners should look out for their signals on 50.110 and 144.123MHz and on 14,345MHz in the 20m band. Callsigns to be used are GM4DMA/VE8 and GM1ILL/VE8.

UoSAT-2

UoSAT-2 is five years old on 1 March. It was launched by NASA as a 'piggy-back' secondary payload accompanying the spacecraft LANDSAT-5 into a 700km, polar, sun-synchronous orbit on 1 March 1984. The spacecraft had been built within a very short period of only 12 months by the UoSAT Spacecraft Engineering Research Unit at the University of Surrey. Throughout its five-year operation in a low-earth orbit, UoSAT-2 has supported many wide-ranging experiments, among the most recent being communications with members of the Transpolar Skiling Expedition using the digitalker.

UoSAT-2 is tracked by thousands of radio amateurs, school children, students and amateur scientists worldwide in addition to numerous professional establishments. The spacecraft has provided a wealth of information on cost-effective space-borne engineering techniques, whilst also stimulating a great interest in the direct use of satellites in school education.

The University of Surrey has signed an agreement with Arianespace for the launch of two more similar satellites into an 800km, polar, sun-synchronous orbit on the Ariane launcher which will be scheduled for launch during the coming year. Progress on building these two satellites at Kovrou, French Guyana, is progressing satisfactorily.
The new ICOM IC-725 budget H.F has been produced due to the demand for a simple, high specification transceiver. Despite the limited features, compared to more expensive equipment this set retains a superior level of technical performance necessary to operate on the H.F. bands today.

Additional features include Noise Blanker, Pre-amp, Attenuator, AGC and RIT. The DDS System (Direct Digital Synthesizer) ensures fast Tx/Rx switching times, ideal for Data Communications. An A.T.U. controller is built into the IC-725 for use with the AH-3 H.F. Automatic Antenna Tuner for mobile or base station operation.

Accessory options available are the PS-55 20A P.S.U., AH-3 Auto Antenna Tuner, UI-7 AM-Tx. FM Tx/Rx Unit, FL-100 500Hz CW Filter, FL-101 250Hz CW Narrow Filter and SP-7 External Loudspeaker.

For more information on the IC-725 budget H.F. and other ICOM amateur equipment contact your nearest authorised ICOM dealer or phone us direct.

ICOM (UK) Ltd.
Dept REW, Sea Street, Herne Bay, Kent CT6 8LD. Tel: 0227 363859. 24 Hour.
Count on us!

IC-575, 28/50MHz
Dual band multimode.

The ICOM IC-575 base station has been developed to meet the demand for advanced communications for the recently acquired 6m band. Similar in appearance to the IC-275/475 2m and 70cm base stations, the beauty of this new transceiver from ICOM is that it gives you the best of both worlds, 6 & 10m in one compact unit. The IC-575 covers 28-30Mhz and 50-54Mhz.

Operating modes are SSB, CW, AM & FM. Power output is 10 watts (AM 4 watts) with a front panel control to reduce output for QRP operations. A pass band tuning circuit narrows the I.F. passband width, eliminating signal in the passband. A built-in notch filter eliminates beat signals with sharp attenuation characteristics.

Some PLL systems have difficulty meeting the lockup time demands placed on them by new data communications. This is why ICOM developed the DDS (Direct Digital Synthesizer) method. With a lockup time of just 5msec the DDS method allows the IC-575 to handle data communications such as packet or AMTOR. 99 programmable memories can store frequency, mode, offset frequency and direction. A total of four scanning functions for easy access to a wide range of frequencies, memory scan, programmed scan, selected mode memory scan and lock out scan. The IC-575 has an internal A.C. power supply, but can also be used on 13.8v DC for mobile or portable operation.

Optional accessories available are the UT36 voice synthesizer, the IC-FL83 CW narrow filter, SM7 external loudspeaker, HP2 communication headphones and SM8/SM10 desk microphones. Other transceivers available in this range are: IC-275E 2m multimode 25w, IC-275H 2m multimode 100w, FC-475E 70cm multimode 25w, IC-475H 70cm multimode 75w.

IC-505, 50Mhz
Transceiver

The IC-505 is a 6mtr BAND SSB, CW, FM (Optional) transceiver. It can be used as a portable or like other transceivers of this type as a base station unit. When used with an external 13.8v power supply the 505 gives 10 watts RF output, 3 watts or 0.5 watts on low power is available when using internal batteries. Other features include 5 memories with memory scan, program band scan, dual VFO’s with split operation.

The easy-to-read LCD readout includes frequency, memory scan and call modes. Full metering of battery condition signal strength and power output is provided. When fitted with the optional EX248 FM unit the IC-505 offers 50MHz operation at an affordable price.

Helpline: Telephone us free-of-charge on 0800 521145, Mon-Fri 09.00-13.00 and 14.00-17.30. This service is strictly for obtaining information about or ordering Icom equipment. We regret this cannot be used by dealers or for repair enquiries and parts orders, thank you.

Datapost: Despatch on same day whenever possible.

Access & Barclaycard: Telephone orders taken by our mail order dept. instant credit & interest-free H.P.

World Radio History
Unique airing for ATV on satellite

This year's ATV coverage of the Pasadena Rose Parade was uplinked to Galaxy 2, transponder 51 OK, I'll explain...

The Rose Parade is one of the USA's largest pageants, a bit like the Lord Mayor's Procession in London. For several years ATV-operators have provided video cameras along the route and motorcycle mobile and even helicopter cameras, all linked back to 'movements control' to assist the police and ambulance services during this three-hour event. It's like a giant Raynet exercise, only with TV rather than radio. It's also a splendid public service event and gains amateur radio a lot of favourable mentions.

This year, however, the video went out on a commercial satellite, so that anyone with a home TVRO could watch the parade. The broadcast was steered for two hours between 0800 and 1000hrs PST on Monday 2 January. The idea to uplink the video coverage came from Dave Steinfeld WA6ZVE, who works for Hughes. He wanted to do something that was unique and also portray ATV to the public in a favourable light; fortunately he was able to buy some unwanted satellite time from his company at a token cost ($150 an hour).

The video was live and raw, just as it was put out by the portable repeaters (built by Ernie Williams WB6BAP) to the receivers at the Tournament of the Roses command centre, parade starting line and law enforcement headquarters. Inputs on 434.0MHz from at least six portable and fixed ATV stations along the parade route went out on 1265.0MHz (at an altitude of 6,000 feet on Mount Wilson). Wow!

New 70cm bandplan

Interference between established TV amateurs and the growing band of packet radio operators in Germany has reached chaotic proportions, and the situation in the Netherlands is not much better. Accordingly a new bandplan has been proposed by the German and Swiss ATV clubs which should alleviate the problem. This is what they are proposing:

1. ATV vision carrier to be shifted to 434.100MHz.
2. ATV sound carrier thus becomes 438.600MHz.
3. This leaves room for twelve duplex digipeater inputs above the ATV sound carrier, viz from 439.675 (DD1) to 439.975MHz (DD12).
4. With a 9MHz shift, this gives digipeater outputs on 430.875 (DD1) to 430.975MHz (DD12).
5. Simplex digipeaters should use from 430.600 (DD1) to 430.650MHz (D3).
6. Individual packet radio traffic should use only the bands from 438.025-438.375MHz and 439.700-439.750MHz, avoiding interference with ATV traffic.

Shifting the ATV vision carrier 150kHz lower may cause some occupancy of the upper part of the beacon band due to the lower vestigial sideband, but this should be manageable. This new bandplan should achieve the best compromise between the various modes on 70cm and the minimum QRM. Note that ATV-operators in Germany virtually all put out sound on the 5.5MHz sound carrier and (try to) filter out one sideband. We seem to have more flexibility here as well as no PR interference, since thankfully (for us at least) the Ministry of Defence has effectively banned digipeater operation on 70cm. We should be grateful for small mercies...

Dragon computer

A little while ago I was trying to get hold of the circuit diagram for this computer, which is still used in many ham shacks. In case you too can make use of this, you can get one for the princely sum of £1.00 from Mike Stott, 10 Mellor Close, Prescot, Merseyside L35 1RL. Mike runs NDUG, the National Dragon User Group, which provides a lot of support for users of this well-made machine.

Computer-video links

Many people have the dream of using their computer to produce attractive graphics, captions and titles to transmit over the air or to graft on to their video films. In the past I have covered captioning programs and ideas for genlocking in this column, but there is a new generation of computers which I haven't mentioned.

Most variants of the IBM PC (and its clones) are 60 or 70Hz frame refresh rate and you will never get a PAL VCR to lock-up to that. The Atari ST and Amiga computers seem to offer more hope, so the next few words are devoted to these machines.

If you intend to superimpose computer graphics on existing video signals you need to be able to 'genlock' or slave the computer to the other video signal – or vice versa. Normal home video cameras cannot be slaved or locked to an external video source, so that means you must get the computer to accept external control signals. This of course is easier said than done and not the province of the rank amateur...

The choice between the Amiga and the ST is a difficult one, simplified for many people by the £100.00 price difference between the basic models. Apparently Amigas have been used to generate graphics on both BBC2 and Channel Four, on shows such as Network 7, Def Il and The Chart Show. This is a little old video graphics software package for the Amiga called VideoStudio, costing £79.95 but apparently worth every penny.

Details from Probe Marketing on (0621) 783504. On the hardware side, I understand there is an official genlock version of the Amiga but it is rather expensive, and a lower-cost add-on device would be a more attractive course. The 'Minigen', from Applied Systems and Peripherals on (0724) 280222, is said to be the lowest cost genlock unit for the Amiga; it costs £115.00 and simply plugs into the back of the computer. I saw a review of this gadget in the issue dated 15 December of Popular Computing Weekly, and the author seemed reasonably satisfied with it, if not ecstatic.

For the ST the picture is less clear; I have heard rumours of genlock units but most of these seem to be vapourware. The only name which has appeared in print is the unit made by Rendale and sold by SCC Mail Order, 29 Crowtree Road, Sunderland SR1 3JU (091-565 5756). This may be vapourware as well, since a request for information brought no response. If any of you have firm details please write in and tell me, because I have had several requests for information on these computers and I am not as well-informed as I'd like to be.

Letter from America

WIREQ of the IVCA writes not to say thanks for the mention but that his address is 101 Oenoke Lane, New Canaan, Conn 06840 (not number 99 as I accidentally stated in the November article). Apparently sending mail to number 99 causes problems, so perhaps he doesn't get on with his neighbours!

X-band enquiry

Are you on 10GHz ATV? I shall be featuring this up-and-coming mode in a future article and I'd like to compile a register of who's already active on the band. Please drop me a line – thanks!
On-air news

A detailed letter from Terry HC62/UK845 at Hershams starts us off. He writes, 'the usual Christmas day morning Essex-Middlesex-Surrey network took place and was, I am sure, enjoyed by all of the stations who participated. It is good to know that there is a great number of stations "out there", but regrettably they are infrequent users of the 934.

'The old year went out and 1989 started with good working conditions on New Year's Eve and Day. My contacts included UK478/CL117, Phyl at Ventnor, Isle of Wight (110km), Brian (believed to be SH07) at Gosport, Hampshire, was heard prior to my break call. No Phyl, I was not mobile on the Isle of Wight but speaking from Walton-on-Thames! Ralph GR587 and Ken ID01 were logged in Biggleswade, Bedfordshire (100km), also Dory DT01 in March, Cambridgeshire and Fred KS04 at Peterborough (120km).

Terry continues, 'it was interesting to learn at the DTI meeting on 5 December 1988, at Waterloo Bridge House, that it costs the DTI £450,000 a year to have the Post Office collect licence fees for them; so I anticipate licences will be renew-able at Chesterfield. Nice to learn too that 934 is "a well-balanced frequency", but even so, they were not able to make a commitment as to antenna relaxation. Pleased to hear, however, that apart from the withdrawal of specification MPT commitment as to antenna relaxation.

DXing

Round the clock

It is possible to DX on the medium wave band twenty-four hours a day (provided you don't need to sleep) but the band has two distinctly different 'personalities' according to the time of day. During daylight hours MW radio signals are absorbed in the lower layers of the ionosphere and only ground-wave sig-nals propagate; these signals radiate away from the transmitter rather like ripples in a pond and allow reception at distances up to about 500km. Daytime is a good time to listen for low-power local radio stations in the UK, since very few distant signals are audible and therefore interference is at a minimum.

At night the ionosphere tends to reflect, rather than absorb, MW signals and thus energy radiated upwards from a transmitter is reflected back down to earth at some point far away from the transmitter. It is quite possible for night-time signals to undergo multiple hops with alternate reflections occurring in the ionosphere and off the earth's surface. This mechanism allows reception to take place many thousands of kilometres away from a transmitter. For example, Radio Globo (1220kHz) in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, is regularly heard in the UK, its signal having to cross 9500km of ocean on the way. You will, of course, notice that night-time sky-wave propagation fills your radio dial with hundreds of powerful European signals, so how is it possible to hear the weak DX signals?

Over the years, international broadcasting organisations have agreed a bandplan arrangement on the MW band which entails all stations in one area operating on fixed frequency channels. This has been arranged to maximise the number of broadcasters who can operate and to minimise the degree of interference affecting the listener. Fortunately for the DXer, international agreement is not perfect and as a result different MW bandplans are operated in different continents; most European, African and Asian stations use channels that are exact multiples of 9kHz, whereas in the Americas channels are assigned as multiples of 10kHz. This means that by tuning between the European broadcasters, reception of transatlantic stations becomes possible. For example: 100kHz (112 x 9kHz) - NOS Hilversum, Holland; 101kHz (101 x 10kHz) - WINS New York, USA; 101kHz (113 x 9kHz) - SWF Baden Baden, Germany.

This particular example also illustrates the value of knowing a station's time-table. Although reception of WINS is technically possible as soon as a path of darkness exists between New York and the UK, NOS is a pretty powerful signal...
and will cause interference. However, the Dutch station signs off for the night at 2200hrs (GMT) and, knowing this, it is possible to tune a virtually interference-free signal from WINS before midnight. If you've yet to hear your first American station, WINS is a pretty good bet; try any time after 2300 and listen to any news/talk station with the slogan 'Give us twenty minutes and we'll give you the world'.

Out of town stations

Amongst the North American stations heard fairly regularly by DXers in the UK and Europe, are several 50kW clear channel stations on the eastern seaboard of the USA. For the listener trying to catch as many stations from different states, there can be some confusion.

The Federal Communications Commission always defines a particular city or town as a station's authorised city of licence, but this does not define the physical location of the transmitter and antennas. To illustrate this point let's take the case of WABC at New York City stations in the table (bottom right).

As you'll notice, several of these stations are in fact located in New Jersey which, normally, is not one of the easiest states to log and verify if one is listed by listings of stations and their city of licence. In addition, the easiest station to log from Philadelphia, WCAU on 1210kHz, is not in fact located in Pennsylvania at all, since its transmitter facility is listed by New Jersey. There are, of course, many other examples of this sort of anomaly throughout the world (including here in the UK) and unless the DXer has accurate information to hand, it is common practice to use the city of licence as the guide to a station's location.

World Radio TV Handbook

Undoubtedly the most vital reference book for many DXers (for either the MW or the SW listener) is the World Radio TV Handbook published by Billboard. You might still find the 1988 edition in the shops but at the time of writing, the new 1989 version is just being printed to be ready for distribution from February onwards. This year, as for the previous two, the cover price is £17.95 in the UK.

The 1989 edition includes the following features: WRTH Radio Industry Awards, a review of radio-related computer software, a separate section called 'Listen to the World', satellite TV, MW in Asia and the regular equipment test-bench. This year much of the publication has been computerised and this should have shortened the lead-time between compilation and publication, potentially increasing the accuracy of the information.

Channel check – DX tip

1350kHz: In Europe this frequency is dominated by one or two transmitters at Nice and Nancy in France, carrying France-Inter programme.

Meanwhile, on the other side of the Atlantic 1350kHz is designated as a regional channel with around seventy stations in North America on the frequency. Another dozen or so stations in Central America use the frequency along with thirty-five in South America.

The best time to catch this frequency is when France-Inter is off-air for maintenance, which happens for four hours every Tuesday morning between 0100 and 0500hrs French local time.

Generally speaking, the best times to DX 1350kHz are between 2305 and 0258UTC in the summer and between 0005 and 0358UTC in the winter.

DX possibilities are: WLRQ, Cocoa Beach, Florida – 1kW (formerly WEZY); WNIS, Norfolk, Virginia – 5kW; CKAR, Oshawa, Ontario; WQXR, Maspeth, Queens County, New York City.

I wouldn't want to raise your hopes too far since this channel has always been a difficult one; in fact, nothing has been reported in the UK from Central or South America in the last decade!

Newsdesk

This month the newsdesk is dominated by the confused goings-on in the Irish Republic. On 31 December 1988 new tough legislation came into effect to outlaw the unlicensed Irish broadcasters who have flaunted the law for many years. Most stations decided that £20,000 fines were too great a risk to bear and duly closed down. In fact, many stations did not wait till the midnight deadline on 31st but signed off around midday in order to maximise audience impact; bearing in mind the New Year celebrations, most stations would not have had many listeners if they had staged their farewells at midnight.

Of about sixty or so stations operating before the new law took effect, a handful decided to press on regardless. At the forefront was a defiant Radio Dublin (still on 1188kHz and 6910kHz SW) who went to court to challenge the new laws on constitutional grounds. It is also known that Radio Star Country on 891kHz continued past the deadline, and that several stations which had closed down either played continuous taped music instead of normal programmes or, in fact, returned early in January.

So far no raids have taken place but in a round-about way the Irish government appears to be implementing the law. They have instructed the Electricity Supply Board to write to illegal stations asking them for a good reason why their electricity supply and phone lines should not be cut off. The situation seems to be rather volatile and much could have happened by the time you read this column.

Briefly returning to these shores, the latest news on the local radio front comes from Radio Brunel in Bristol. This is the first station in Britain to be targeted at the over-forties. The music is provided by Frank Sinatra, Ella Fitzgerald, Cole Porter and others of that ilk. In addition, classical music is featured every evening. This mix of programming is aimed at the 'glimmer' market (greying, leisureed, middle-aged spenders). If successful in Bristol, I could imagine further success in typical retirement areas such as Devon and Cornwall and the Sussex coast. Of course, Radio Brunel is not new but merely a relaunched MW service (1260kHz) from GWR which now carries separate VHF-FM programming.

DX file

Since I returned from my November DXpedition it has seemed that medium wave radio conditions have been less than spectacular; then again, maybe I've been spoilt by the benefits of listening in Scotland with all the right gear! A few regular stations (VOCM-590, CJYQ-930, WNIS-1010, etc) have been making the trip across the Atlantic, but the only station that made my ears prickle up was from Italy. Try looking for Radio International from Verona just outside the top end of the band; they are nominally listed on 1620 but I heard them on 1619.15kHz. Strangely enough, this is the first time I've logged the station (at around midnight) so either they were on an extended schedule or operating much more power than usual, since their signal was quite good. If you do hear this station you can send your reception reports to the Station Director, Flavio Mischi, at the following address: Corso Porta Palio 36, 37122 Verona, Italy.

Sign-off

I'm afraid that rounds up the column for yet another month. So until we meet again don't forget to send in (care of R&EW in Brentwood) any queries you may have or any information you can offer about medium wave radio. Details of the stations you've been hearing recently would also be very welcome for the DX file. Good listening.
The excitement created by the F2 layer propagation didn't exactly spill over into November. Past experience with this mode of propagation shows a recurrence in activity about twenty-seven days later but at the time of writing, no further signals of similar impact have been experienced here in Derby. However, Chris Howles of Lichfield reported a brief F2 encounter on the 6th.

Sporadic E reception established itself on various dates throughout the month. There was widespread reception of Spain and Italy on the 13th, and a longer opening lasting for much of the morning was present on the 17th. Simon Hamer of New Radnor in Powys noted several unidentified signals on channels E2 and R1.

Reception via enhanced tropospheric conditions prevailed for much of the month, although activity was at a very low level on some days.

Eleven-year sunspot cycle
At roughly eleven-year intervals, solar activity reaches a peak. The activity is created by severe magnetic storms within the sun's photosphere. These storms are visible from the earth and appear as dark areas known as sunspots. A high number of sunspots generates an enormous amount of energy which ionises the F2 layer some 350km above the surface of the earth. The actual height of this layer is not constant. It depends upon various factors such as the time of day, the amount of solar activity and the time of the year. During daytime in winter, ionisation is at its highest and television reception via this mode of propagation is more likely to occur between October and March in the northern hemisphere.

First encounters
Most enthusiasts first encountered TV signals via the F2 layer towards the end of 1978 during cycle 21. Signals were also noted throughout November and December. In 1979/80/81 the bulk of the reception occurred during October, November and December with peaks noticed around the middle of each month. Activity during the first three months of each year was very low compared with the autumn months.

Thursday 19 October, 1978 was a date to remember. At lunchtime an intense opening brought in strong F2 signals from the USSR, when the 0249 test card and a ‘blockboard’ pattern were deciphered among the severe multiple images present on the screen. Below channel E2 there were various communication networks that could be heard, some of which sounded like Russian. When the aerials were directed to the west, American voices could be heard with occasional snatches of Indian music breaking through. At first, TV DXers didn’t really know what to expect from this novel mode of propagation. Would signals like this be few and far between? Fortunately the answer was no, and during the next few winters, Bank 1 transmitters were received at phenomenal distances.

DX-TV log for November
The following DX-TV reception was...
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logged by Garry Smith of Derby during November:
02/11/88: NRK (Norway) on channel E2.
04/11/88: Dutch, French and Belgian
tropospheric signals in Band III.
02/11/88: RTL PLUS (German-lang-
guage service from Luxembourg) on
channel E7 via enhanced tropospheric
conditions.
07/11/88: SVT-1 (Sweden) on channel E1
with the ‘KANAL 1 SVERIGE’ PM5534
via meteor-shower (MS) propagation!
Also noted on channel E4 slightly later.
13/11/88: JRT (Yugoslavia) on E3 with
subtitled programme; TVE-1 (Spain) E2;
RAI (Italy) on channel IA – all via
Sporadic E between 1000 and 1040GMT.
14/11/88: TSS (Russia) on R2 with the
UEIT test card via Sporadic E.
15/11/88: CST (Czechoslovakia) on chan-
nel R2 radiating the EZO test card; TSS
on R2 with the UEIT test card.
17/11/88: TVE-1 on channels E2, E3 and
E4; RTP (Portugal) on E3 via Sporadic E.

Reception reports

A mid-morning Sporadic E opening on
2 November produced a variety of
European stations for Bob Brooks of
South Wirral. Among them was Bantiger
Reception reports

on R2 with the UEIT test card.
channels E3 and E4. The Russian test
channels IA and IB. The last signal to be
received was Canal Plus on channel L3
logged programmes from Italy on chan-
nels E2, E3 and E4 showing Break-
fast TV, Dynasty and a programme on
hairdressing. The same opening also
received the new Danish TV2
transmission! So far there have been no
real clues as to its origin.
17/11/88: TVE-1 on channels E2, E3 and
E4; RTP (Portugal) on E3 via Sporadic E.

Low-power success

According to Joop Prosée in the

propagation could not provide reception
for Malaysia. Their sound channels are also
available on FM at 103.75, 105.5 and
107MHz. Signals from Thailand on E3 are
still coming in but on a less regular
basis.

Sensation from down-under

Duncan Fraser noticed the first Sporad-
ic E opening on 2 November. There
were six days of Australian Sporadic E.
The signals were weak at first but the
openings are gradually improving. On
the 8th, a Tasmanian FM station ’7 ABC'
was received at good strength on a
telescopic rod aerial. Duncan reports a
lack of signals on channel R3. On the
15th Chinese channel 1 (49.75MHz vision
and 56.25MHz sound) was received
during the mid-afternoon at high
strength. The best was yet to come. On 29
October, Chinese channel 4 video
(77.25MHz) was present for most of the
evening but at a fairly low level. However,
for about ten minutes around 1940
local time (UTC+8h) it peaked to levels
normally reached by channel C2 video
(57.75MHz). During this opening, signals
on channels C1 (49.75MHz) and C2 were
also present at very high strengths. By
2300 the C4 signals had finally faded,
some four hours after they were first
noticed. Also noted were signals on
channels E2 (48.25MHz), E3/A2
(55.25MHz), E5 sound at 53.75MHz, C1
sound at 56.25MHz, A2 sound at

number in the lower corner of the screen. Some form of symbol or logo
appeared on the left. Unfortunately, the
co-channeling was so bad that the
writing could not be made out. The
station seemed to be a more upmarket
version of another private station called
Telemarket, which shows masses of low-
budget adverts – a sort of armchair
shopping channel.

Malaysian reception

Lt Col Rana Roy is experiencing
spectacular openings from Malaysia at
his location in northern India. The
propagation is thought to be either F2 or
a form of TEP (Trans-Equatorial Propaga-
tion). Reception has occurred as early as
0730 local time but much of the reception
was noted from late afternoon onwards,
mainly on channel E2 but signals on E4
have also been encountered. Rana
writes, ’They have programmes in Malay,
Mandarin and at times I have seen script
which is similar to the Malayalam script
but not a world-wide event! The
Netherlands-Texas opening was not via

New Zealand has

Long-wave propagation – this mode of
propagation could not provide reception
distances far in excess of 7500km.
Duncan Fraser in New Zealand has
called the NZ record his Wellington-VE1
(New Brunswick?) which is approximately
14,000km.

According to Joop Prosée in the

Joop has also commented that Simon
Hamers Icelandic reception in Band III
via Sporadic E early last June was a
remarkable achievement, considering
the great distance involved and the fact
that both the E6 and E7 transmitters have
directional aerials. Vailalaeidi E6 is
situated in the north-west of the island
and is totally shielded by mountains in
the direction of the UK and the Nether-
lands. The main radiation directions are
108° and 317°. The Haffel transmitter on
channel E7 is situated on Iceland’s south
coast with 1100kW ERP. Radiation direc-
tion is 62° (47° to 77°). Joop has estimated
that the power directed towards the
United Kingdom from both transmitters
would not be more than between 1kW
and 5kW.

Not a world-wide record

The ‘8m Record’ heading in a recent
issue of RAEN and Joop Prosée’s refer-
ence to an ‘absolute record’ were,
of course, referring to record reception
conditions noted in the Netherlands and
were not a world-wide event! The
Netherlands-Texas opening was not via
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59.75MHz, A3 vision at 61.25MHz, and E4 vision at 62.25MHz (there were two stations present). There were no signs of any Russian stations. The C1 signals from China had been present for most of the afternoon. The 6m band was open to Hawaii during the morning.

Beware - OSPJ!
A growing contagious disease among the presentation departments in television broadcasting is now about to hit the BBC in a big way. Its medical name is On-Screen Plastic Junk (OSPJ) and it can be diagnosed as a colourful switchback of flying balls, parts of letters and other shapes which swirl about and lunge out towards the unsuspecting viewer before finally descending in a heap on the living-room carpet—the last thing you'd want to experience after a night out down the pub! However, the presentation department is about to turf out the traditional captions of the BBC and take the network into an age of hi-tech television graphics. Impressive and colourful as they are, many people, and not just DX-TV enthusiasts, have a deep interest in this particular technical side of television broadcasting and have developed a soft spot for the traditional captions.

This hi-tech presentation seems to be growing in use throughout the world. Duncan Fraser thought it was just an awful idea confined to television in New Zealand, and Simon Hamer in Wales wonders what HRH Prince Charles thinks about all this appalling technical architecture!

Service Information

Australia: Western Australian amateur VK6RO has been granted an experimental licence to carry out tests on propagation and MUFs between 30 and 50MHz. He will be transmitting on 35.81 and 41.75MHz using FM with 83W and a 6-element log periodic array. He will also monitor 28.385 and 28.885MHz. No further details are available.

TVQ-0 (Universal Telecasters Qld Ltd), the Australian commercial TV station in Queensland, has swapped channels with DDD-10 (Darling Downs Digital TV Co. Ltd, Toowoomba). TVQ now uses channel 10 and DDQ channel 0.

Malaysia: The PM544 test pattern carries the identification 'RTM-WARNA'.

India: Two new transmitters were commissioned at Delhi to replace the old ones. They are: Delhi 1 E4 20kW (old transmitter was 10kW), and Delhi 2 E7 10kW (previously 1kW).

The new TV tower is 235m high. It carries all the TV transmitting antennas for Delhi 1 and 2 and the FM sound transmitting aerials for AIR. The TV tower incorporates several futuristic features including an observation gallery for the public and a revolving restaurant just below its microwave platform.

The TV set-up in India is mainly a national service with regional variations. The regional service operates from 1700 and 2040. The national network from Delhi is then relayed by all TV transmitters until closedown at 2330. Regional transmissions take place in the various regional languages. All test transmissions are regional with their identification superimposed on the test card along with the channel, date and time.

Educational TV is relayed by all centres. The University Grants Commission has programmes for university students from 1245 to 1345 with a repeat from 1600 to 1700, six days a week. These consist of educational programmes made in India, USA, UK, USSR and West Germany. The Russian and German programmes are dubbed into English. School TV is regional and is screened everyday between 0930 and 1030. Some regions also have programmes for schools in the afternoon.

United Kingdom: Around 25% of households in the UK now have teletext which amounts to some 5.5 million receivers. The service is paid for by advertising which accounts for no more than 30% of the pages. The advertising is mainly national but local classified advertising is now being introduced in each ITV region. Apart from the normal IBA Oracle transmission, additional teletext services are available by subscription. These services are encoded and the payment covers equipment needed for extra decoding.

The IBA is making regular D-MAC test transmissions from the Intelsat V F4 satellite which covers much of Europe. These take place between 0745 and 1145 on weekdays and are intended for receiver manufacturers. The satellite is located at 34.5°W with an 11GHz downlink frequency.

France: The fifth Television network in France is called LA5 (La Cinq) and is relayed to the various terrestrial transmitting sites via the TELECOM 1A (8°W) satellite which is also used for the distribution of M6 (Métopole Télévision). Eventually it is intended to transfer the broadcasts to a new satellite, TELECOM 1C.

La Cinq broadcasts take place at UHF. Tables showing the transmitters in operation at the end of last summer are on pages 26 and 27.

Yugoslavia: There are plans to extend the third television network in Yugoslavia. Future transmitters in the order of 10kW ERP are planned at Bele (near Osijek), Labistica (near Split) and Ucka (near Rijeka). Zagreb-3, which is already in operation, has been showing only satellite material since early November. From 1-6 November: RAI UNO; 7-13 November: CNN; 14th-20th: 3-SAT; 21st-27th: TV5. Initially, Zagreb-3 radiated a mixture of SKY and SUPER CHANNEL music programmes to supplement their own local programmes.

This month's service information was kindly supplied by Gösta van der Linden (Rotterdam, Netherlands), the Benelux DX Club (Netherlands), Dalibor Frrkovic (Yugoslavia), Bertrand Prince (France), Duncan Fraser (New Zealand) and the IBA (Winchester, United Kingdom). Photographs were supplied by Fred Pilkington, Keith Hamer and Garry Smith.
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<p>| TOWN          | SITE                | CH | POL | ERP (kW) | SERVICE DATE | TOWN          | SITE                | CH | POL | ERP (kW) | SERVICE DATE |
|---------------|---------------------|----|-----|----------|--------------|---------------|---------------------|----|-----|----------|--------------|---------------|
| BOURGES       | Neuvy               | 21 | H   | 130      | 30/09/86     | ARCACHON      | Forest Piraillan    | 35 | H   | 0.5     | 24/06/88     |
| BRIVE         | Lissac              | 21 | H   | 2        | 30/11/87     | BAR-LE-DUC    | Cote Ste Catherine | 35 | H   | 0.18    | 29/06/86     |
| NANTES        | Haute Soulaine      | 21 | H   | 50       | 30/06/86     | BRIVE         | Roc de Miole        | 35 | H   | 0.1     | 30/11/87     |
| LONS-LE-SAUNIER | Route de Valagna    | 22 | H   | 0.1     | 28/03/88     | CHERBOURG     | Digosville          | 35 | H   | 0.2     | 23/12/86     |
| CHARTRES      | Les Hauts Sauemons  | 23 | H   | 0.45    | 30/01/88     | ALBERTVILLE   | Fort du Mont        | 36 | H   | 0.095   | 29/04/88     |
| RIBERAC       | Puy de Beaumont     | 24 | V   | 250      | 04/02/88     | SAINT RAPHAEL | Pic de L'Ours       | 36 | H   | 0.8     | 30/09/87     |
| LYON          | Fourniere           | 28 | H   | 5        | 20/02/86     | SAVIGNY SUR ORGE | Rue Bords de l'Orge | 36 | H   | 0.03    | 20/11/87     |
| LE PUY        | Mont Denise         | 29 | H   | 0.45    | 27/07/88     | VESOU        | Chapelle de la Motte | 36 | H   | 0.07    | 28/03/88     |
| MAROMME       | Houperville         | 29 | H   | 0.06    | 04/06/88     | COULOMMIERS  | Mouroux             | 37 | H   | 0.06    | 31/12/87     |
| TOULOUSE      | Pic du Midi         | 29 | H   | 60      | 07/07/88     | BOURG-EN-BRESSE | Ramasse           | 38 | V   | 0.3     | 30/06/86     |
| TROYES        | Les Riceys          | 29 | H   | 250      | 15/12/86     | CAEN          | CHU                  | 38 | H   | 0.6     | 11/07/86     |
| BELFORT       | Valdoie             | 30 | V   | 0.25    | 12/09/87     | LA BAULE      | Saint Clair         | 38 | H   | 0.15    | 30/09/86     |
| BORDEAUX      | Caderan             | 30 | H   | 0.055   | 29/06/88     | LE CREUSOT    | Mont Saint Vincent  | 38 | H   | 2.5     | 30/06/86     |
| CLERMONT-FERRAND | Puy de Dome        | 30 | H   | 100     | 24/12/87     | LIMOGES       | Puy Las Rodas       | 38 | H   | 1.4     | 30/09/86     |
| PARIS         | Tour Eiffel         | 30 | H   | 100     | 20/02/86     | NIORT         | Maignanos           | 38 | H   | 200     | 01/11/86     |
| SAINTE LO     | Agneaux             | 30 | H   | 0.065   | 18/02/88     | PERPIGNAN     | Nieuwelus           | 38 | H   | 2       | 16/12/87     |
| SAINT QUENTIN | Gauchy              | 30 | H   | 0.5     | 28/03/86     | DREUX         | Plateau des Bases   | 39 | H   | 0.1     | 29/02/88     |
| ANGOULEME     | Saint Saturnin      | 31 | H   | 5       | 30/09/86     | FOIX          | Roc du Prat de Redon | 39 | H   | 0.075   | 31/12/87     |
| NIMES         | Immeuble Bas Rhone  | 31 | H   | 0.2     | 20/02/86     | MAZAMET       | Pont de l'Arn        | 39 | H   | 0.075   | 03/03/88     |
| DRAGUIGNAN    | Les Fourches        | 32 | H   | 0.1     | 18/05/86     | METZ          | Luttange            | 39 | H   | 200     | 31/10/87     |
| LE MANS       | Mayet               | 32 | H   | 150     | 30/11/87     | VILLERS       | Cotterets           | 39 | V   | 25      | 31/12/87     |
| MARSEILLE     | Grande Etoile       | 32 | H   | 150     | 20/02/86     | QUIMPER       | Lycée Brizieux      | 40 | H   | 0.07    | 03/12/87     |
| MAUBEUGE      | Roussies            | 32 | H   | 3.5     | 28/03/86     | JARRIE        | Rocher de la Bourg   | 41 | H   | 0.2     | 04/05/88     |
| MEYMES        | Les Gardes          | 32 | H   | 0.02    | 30/05/86     | NEVERS        | Challuy             | 41 | H   | 0.4     | 20/02/86     |
| SAINT DIZIER | Tour de Gigny       | 32 | H   | 0.03    | 03/12/87     | POITIERS       | Hopital des Champs  | 41 | H   | 1       | 30/06/86     |
| SOISSONS-LEURY | Meunier Noir        | 32 | H   | 0.06    | 31/12/87     | MORET SUR LOING | Le Calvaire     | 42 | H   | 0.05    | 08/01/88     |
| TOULOUSE      | Bonhore             | 32 | H   | 5       | 17/02/86     | AURILLAC      | Caussac             | 43 | H   | 0.03    | 19/02/86     |
| DIGNE 1       | Saumon              | 33 | H   | 0.05    | 18/02/86     | LE PLESSIS    | Robinson           | 44 | H   | 0.05    | 19/09/87     |
| LAVAL         | Montrochard         | 33 | H   | 20      | 28/03/86     | LILLEBONNE    | St Jeanne Folleville | 44 | H   | 0.03    | 04/06/86     |
| BREST         | Roc Tredudon        | 34 | H   | 100     | 15/12/86     | MEZIERES      | Sury                | 44 | H   | 4.5     | 29/06/86     |
| CHEZY SUR MARNE | Tronchet            | 34 | H   | 0.05    | 31/12/87     | VIERZON       | Rue du Chateau d'Eau | 44 | H   | 0.125   | 02/06/88     |
| FECAMP        | Cote de la Vierge   | 34 | H   | 0.02    | 04/06/88     | ANNECY        | Belvedere de Jeanne | 45 | H   | 0.05    | 31/12/87     |
| LISIEUX       | Saint Desir         | 34 | H   | 0.15    | 18/05/88     | AUXERRE       | Biegnay le carreau  | 45 | H   | 0.1     | 16/12/87     |
| RENNES        | Saint Pern          | 34 | H   | 75      | 15/12/86     | BESANCON      | Breguille           | 45 | H   | 1       | 30/04/86     |
| ROANNE        | Les Hauts Vavres    | 34 | H   | 0.45    | 29/06/88     | ROUEN         | Bois du Roule       | 45 | H   | 0.04    | 04/05/88     |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TOWN</th>
<th>SITE</th>
<th>CH</th>
<th>POL</th>
<th>ERP (kW)</th>
<th>SERVICE DATE</th>
<th>TOWN</th>
<th>SITE</th>
<th>CH</th>
<th>POL</th>
<th>ERP (kW)</th>
<th>SERVICE DATE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dijon</td>
<td>Général Ruffey</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>28/03/86</td>
<td>Chambéry</td>
<td>Les Monts</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>13/04/86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Le Mans</td>
<td>La Forêterie</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>30/11/87</td>
<td>Evreux</td>
<td>Nettreville</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>31/12/87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saintes</td>
<td>Véodrome</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>31/12/87</td>
<td>Mantes</td>
<td>Maudetour en Vexin</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>30/06/86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strasbourg</td>
<td>Pont du Rhin</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>26/05/88</td>
<td>Nancy</td>
<td>Malzeville</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>20/02/86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avignon</td>
<td>Le Pontet</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>30/06/86</td>
<td>Saint Nazaire</td>
<td>Etoile du matin</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>27/03/86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Châtres</td>
<td>Montlandon</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>15/12/86</td>
<td>Villedieu sur Lot</td>
<td>Pech de Montfables</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>31/12/87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IGNY-PALaiseau</td>
<td>Les Marrières</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>0.075</td>
<td>16/10/87</td>
<td>Bayonne</td>
<td>La Rhune</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>30/06/86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laval</td>
<td>Stade Jean Mace</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>19/04/88</td>
<td>Oyonnax 2</td>
<td>La Grande Roche</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>09/08/88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sens</td>
<td>Gisy les Nobles</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>06/01/88</td>
<td>Toulon</td>
<td>Cap Sécie</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>20/02/86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FONTAINEBLEAU 2</td>
<td>Butte Montceau</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>0.035</td>
<td>16/10/87</td>
<td>Tours</td>
<td>Chissay</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>01/06/86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>La Rochelle</td>
<td>Mereuil</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>31/03/86</td>
<td>UsSEL</td>
<td>La Garènne</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>30/05/88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Montpellier</td>
<td>Saint Baudille</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>12/09/87</td>
<td>Clermont-Ferrand</td>
<td>Royat</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>30/06/86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paris-est</td>
<td>Chennevières</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>12/09/87</td>
<td>Gap</td>
<td>La Rotemont</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>29/06/88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vendome</td>
<td>La Poterie</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>18/06/88</td>
<td>Vannes</td>
<td>Moustoir'ac</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>30/09/86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amiens</td>
<td>Dury</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>30/06/86</td>
<td>Dunkerque</td>
<td>Tour de Rouze</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>11/04/87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beauvais</td>
<td>Saint Just</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>15/12/86</td>
<td>Grenoble</td>
<td>Tour-sans-Venin</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>20/02/86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Etampes</td>
<td>Stand du Tir</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>04/02/88</td>
<td>Lyon</td>
<td>Mont Pilat</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>24/12/87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Montlucon</td>
<td>Marignion</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>30/06/86</td>
<td>Melun</td>
<td>Hopital</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>19/09/87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provins</td>
<td>Bellevue</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>06/01/88</td>
<td>Paris-Sud</td>
<td>Villebon</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>31/10/87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VALENCENNES</td>
<td>Marly</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>30/09/86</td>
<td>Rouen</td>
<td>Grand Couronne</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>30/09/86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vienne</td>
<td>Tour de Pipet</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>31/03/88</td>
<td>Agen</td>
<td>Saint Esprit</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>23/03/88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angers</td>
<td>Rochefort sur Loire</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>30/06/86</td>
<td>Châtelerault</td>
<td>Les Minimes</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>20/11/87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blois</td>
<td>Rue A Poulain</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>18/06/88</td>
<td>Pau</td>
<td>Asat</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>01/05/87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lens</td>
<td>Bouvigny</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>20/02/86</td>
<td>Les Sables d'Olonne</td>
<td>Vaire</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>30/05/88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nice</td>
<td>Mont Alban</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>01/06/88</td>
<td>Meaux</td>
<td>La Justice</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>19/09/87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orleans</td>
<td>Traînou</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>30/06/86</td>
<td>Ales</td>
<td>L'Hermitage</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>30/06/86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doles</td>
<td>Plateau de Plumont</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>31/03/88</td>
<td>Lorient</td>
<td>Ploemeur</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>30/06/86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Le Havre</td>
<td>Harfleur</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>30/06/86</td>
<td>Brest 1</td>
<td>Queivler'zan</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>18/02/88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REIMS</td>
<td>Hautvilliers</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>15/12/86</td>
<td>Cannes</td>
<td>Vallauris</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>20/02/86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VALENCE</td>
<td>St Romain de Lerps</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>30/06/86</td>
<td>PERIGUEUX 1</td>
<td>La Cure</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>0.075</td>
<td>04/02/88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Albi</td>
<td>Mascrébière</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>31/12/87</td>
<td>Bordeaux</td>
<td>Bouillac</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>20/02/86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marseille</td>
<td>Pomeques</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>30/06/86</td>
<td>Lille</td>
<td>Lambersart</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>20/02/86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mayenne</td>
<td>Route d'Ambrière</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>31/12/87</td>
<td>Paris-Nord</td>
<td>Sannois</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>12/09/87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cachan</td>
<td>Rue de la citadelle</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>0.055</td>
<td>16/10/87</td>
<td>Saint Etienne</td>
<td>Croix de Guizay</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>20/02/86</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
This project shows how to build an audio digitiser for the Commodore Amiga A500 computer. The digitiser uses easily obtainable components and derives its power from the A500. Although the circuit can be constructed on a piece of stripboard, a PCB design is given. Also described are two other circuits which, although not essential, enhance the performance of the digitiser.

The Commodore Amiga A500 is one of the new generation 16 bit micros. It contains a 68000 microprocessor chip and has 500K of memory fitted as a standard feature which can be easily upgraded to 1 megabyte. The working environment makes extensive use of the mouse, and the machine is almost entirely icon driven. Software with any new machine is always difficult to obtain at first, but the Amiga is well supported by a wealth of public domain software which is readily available from user groups or elsewhere at a modest cost.

Public domain software is developed by enthusiasts and shared by posting on bulletin boards world-wide.

**Shareware**

Shareware, on the other hand, is sometimes supplied free of charge, except for the manual which can be purchased from the author of the program, thus giving some return on their time. Again, you are encouraged to pass on the program.

A great deal of public domain software is collected together by Fred Fish which is available on the aptly named 'Fish discs'. Another collection of useful program material is collected and issued on Amicus discs by Amazing Computing Magazine. User groups sometimes collate software under different titles for their members.

This digitiser is the direct result of the author's browsing through some of the Amicus discs. In one collection there was a program entitled PSOUND, written by Anthony Wood of Sunrize Industries. This program offered a way of replaying digitised sound samples and gave some routines for manipulating them. The sample could be replayed faster or slower, and the sound could be inverted or altered in frequency. A graphical representation of the sound could be displayed and the sample fragmented and reconstituted in the same, or different order. All in all, a very useful set of programs. In the public domain there are some digitised sounds, of which the most well-known are extracts from 2001 or Startrek. The program allows the user to sample their own sounds, and the text accompanying the program indicated that a digitiser can be purchased from the software writer cheaply. This tempting offer came from the United States, so it was decided to see if a digitiser to complement the program could be built.

**Warning**

I think it is important to add a word of caution at this stage. Poking about the ports of a computer can be hazardous to the computer's health. Similarly, plugging in homebrew add-ons can also cause problems if the add-ons are faulty. Neither R&EW or the author are responsible for any damage you might inadvertently cause to your computer. Always check and re-check the circuit and test with an external supply first.

I decided first to investigate how digitised information was put into the computer. Was the choice between the serial or the parallel (printer) ports? The parallel port was thought most likely and the pin-outs were investigated with a 'scope probe (see warning). The A500 manual shows excellent circuit and pin-out diagrams, and the pin-out diagram for the printer port was easily located.

When the program called for a digitised input, a strobe signal was shown on the relevant pin (pin 1). Pins 2 to 9 of the pin-out diagram were data pins and pins 17 to 25 were ground. Pin 14 was the only non-standard pin and supplied 5V at 100mA to power the external add-ons.

**Digital data**

The next step was to discover if the program would accept digital data through the parallel port. One option on the relevant program menu was to monitor the digital levels being received by the computer. Numbers from 0 to 255 (the full 8 bit range) were displayed as received. Number 128 was set up by grounding the relevant pin through a 1k resistor

---

![Fig 1: A/D circuit](image-url)
conversion starts at the leading edge of the conversion command signal and when it is completed, the data is transferred to the output storage of the AD 0804.

**PCB track layout**

The circuit could be made up on a piece of stripboard, but making a PCB with an etch resist pen is quite easy and probably as quick. A suitable track layout is shown with the component overlay diagram (see Fig 2).

When completed, it is connected to ribbon cable and then to a 25-way D plug to interface with the computer. Before connecting, it is wise to re-check the circuitry and test with an external supply to ensure there are no short circuits. The 'scope should show the clock oscillator on pin 4, and all the output's pins (11 to 18) should be high. Pin 20 should have 5V and pins 8, 10, 1, 2 and 7, 0V. Pin 9 (V_ref) should have about 1V, and pin 1 should be connected from the computer to the read/write pin (pin 3). The data lines should be connected to the relevant pins and the 5V and 0V connections will complete the circuit. Audio from a cassette recorder should be connected to the input via pins 6 and 7.

With the computer off, connect the unit to the printer port. After switching on the computer it should kickstart in the usual way. The PSOUND program should be used and the signal levels monitored. If the displayed numbers are very low (< 50), increase the input from the cassette. If they are too high (> 230), decrease the volume. If they show 255 it is worth unplugging the audio and waiting for them to decrease. A test sample can be digitised, although it was here that the results proved unreliable. Sometimes the unit would digitise well and on other occasions not at all. The problem appeared to be connected with the R/W pulses from the computer. I felt matters could be improved.

I decided to build an external oscillator to furnish the A/D with R/W pulses. After experimenting with a 555 timer IC the circuit shown in Fig 3 evolved and was

---

**Fig 2** Left: PCB component overlay diagram. Right: PCB track layout with the component overlay diagram in position

**Fig 3**: Timer CD

resistor. The computer displayed this number, together with the rest in a similar way. This showed, therefore, that the receive portion of the program was active. All that was needed now was an audio digitiser.

The A/D chip is the heart of any digitiser. The ADC 0804 chip was used because it was readily available and reasonably fast. The datasheet describes it as 'a CMOS 8 bit analogue-to-digital converter with output latches that directly drive a microprocessor data bus. The IC looks like a memory location or I/O port to the microprocessor, so interfacing logic is not required. The analogue input voltage range is 0-5V with a single 5V supply and 2.5V supplied to pin 9. Any voltage span can be converted to full 8 bit resolution by connecting half the span voltage to the reference pin (pin 9). The conversion rate was given as 8770 per second and the current needed as 1.3mA.

An A/D converter works by comparing the incoming voltage to the reference voltage. At the start of each conversion the most significant bit (MSB) is set to 1 and all the other bits are set to 0. This produces a voltage from an internal D/A converter of half the reference voltage. This is compared with the input voltage ($V_{in} < V_{ref}/2$) if the MSB is set to 0, otherwise it is held high. This process is repeated for all of the 8 bits on successive clock cycles, until a valid digital representation of $V_{in}$ appears at the outputs. This method of A/D conversion is known as 'successive approximation', and it can be seen that this type of conversion will always take nine clock cycles whatever the value of $V_{in}$.

The external circuitry of the AD 0804 shown in the circuit diagram is not complex (see Fig 1). Additional amplification is not required since the input's impedance is sufficient. For the holding function, a 100nF capacitor is used across the input. The 880 ohm resistor from pin 9 ($V_{ref}$) to ground defines the dynamic range of the A/D. This gives 1V on pin 9 and, consequently, the range is set to 2V. The A/D has an external clock oscillator which is provided with external components via pins 19 and 4. The clock is set to about 1000kHz. The

---
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built on a small piece of stripboard. After checking with an external supply and a 'scope the circuit was ready to use. After the power was re-generated from the computer, the connection from pin 1 of the computer printer port was disconnected and the new circuit connected.

The effect was two-fold. Firstly, the program digitised reliably and secondly, the other menu options could be used. These were 'monitor digitiser' and 'monitoring' prior to recording a sample.

The PSOUND program was accompanied by useful notes and a full manual and can be obtained from the address shown in the program.

I added an indicator to my digitiser (see Fig 4) to show when the full range of the AID was in use. Each data line was connected to one input of an eight input NAND gate. When all the inputs to this gate were low the output was high. This occurred when the output from the AID was 255 and indicated by an LED (a 74LS30 was used.)

The circuit shown in Fig 4 was built on a piece of stripboard and interfaced to the main board with ribbon cable. The volume of the cassette recorder was set so that the LED flickered, indicating that the full range of the A/D was in use. This was a useful addition to the main circuit. It should be possible to redraw the PCB to accommodate all of these additions without too much difficulty. The audio digitiser can be housed in any suitably sized box - a small plastic one will do. It is necessary to keep the ribbon cable as short as possible when you use RFI (Radio Frequency Interference) spray to prevent the PCB from shorting out because of the conductive coating.

This project was simple to build and certainly enhanced the use of a quite remarkable computer. Components are easy to obtain from many advertisers in R&EW.

The software is available on an Amicus disc. I can supply a copy of the software with some digitised samples on receipt of a disc and a self-addressed label and postage (19p is enough for one disc in a padded envelope). No charge is made for the software, but each disc should be accompanied by £1.00 for copying, etc. Discs should be sent to: Terry Weatherley, 16 Beverley Court, Carlton Colville, Lowestoft, Suffolk NR33 P&Z. Ready-made audio digitisers, together with program enhancements and a manual, are available from the address given in the program.

Fig 4: Peak indicator

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TX-3 RTTY/ASCII TRANSCEIVE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The high performance, low cost system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Split-screen, type-ahead operation, 24 memories, clock, review store, callsign capture, RTTY auto CR/LF, CW software filtering and much more. Needs Interface or TU. <strong>BBC-B and Master, CBM64</strong> tape £20, disc £22. <strong>Spectrum</strong> tape £25, +3 disc £27 inc adapter board (needs interface/TU also). For <strong>VIC20</strong> we have our RTTY/CW transceive program. Tape £20.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**RX-4 RTTY/CW/SSTV/AMTOR RECEIVE**

This is still a best-selling program and it's easy to see why. Superb performance on all 4 modes, switch modes at a keypress to catch all the action. Text and picture store with dump to screen, printer or tape/disc. An essential piece of software for the SWL. Needs interface. **BBC-B and Master, CBM64** tape £20, disc £22. **VIC20** tape £25. **Spectrum** tape £40, +3 disc £27 inc adapter board (needs interface also). The SPECTRUM software-only version (input to EAR socket) is still available, tape £25, +3 disc £27.

**TIF1 INTERFACE**

Perfect for TX-3 and RX-4, RTTY and CW Fitters, computer noise isolation for excellent reception. Transmit outputs for MIC, PTT and KEY. Kit £20 (assembled PCB + cables, connectors) or ready-made £40, boxed. State rig. Available only with TX-3 or RX-4 software.

**ALSO MORSE TUTOR** £6, **LOGBOOK** £8, **RAE MATHS** £9 for **BBC** and CBM64 (disc £2 extra), **SPECTRUM**, **ELECTRON**, **VIC20**

Prices include VAT and p&p, 1st Class inland, airmail overseas, normally by return. Eire, CI, BFPO deduct 13%.

**Technical Software (REW)**

Fron, Upper Llandwrog, Caernarfon LL54 7RF

Tel 0286 881886
FOR SALE

- Sony PRO-80. Only one week old, reason for selling - too costly on batteries. Bargain: £240.00. Tel: 01-228 4835
- Yaesu FT-747 GX. FM board fitted, 20A power supply. Boxed as new. Hardly used. First £550.00 secures, no offers and cash only please. G/GEIG. Tel: Leyland (0772) 424878. Ask for Mick
- Yaesu FT-480R 2m all-mode transceiver. Moun-tings missing. Used only once. Genuine reason for sale. £250.00. Mrs M Stacey, 53 Heanor Road, Ilkeston, Derbyshire DE7 8DY. Tel: (0602) 324499
- Yaesu equipment FRG-9600 VHF/UHF scanning receiver, £395.00. FT-790R UHF multi-mode port-able Tx/Rx with case and acc, £285.00. FRG-7 short wave receiver, £120.00. NEC PC8201A 64K CMOS portable computer with Ni-Cads, manuals and case, £160.00. Prefer buyer to inspect and collect after 6pm. Bob G8VOI. Tel: Portsmouth (0705) 250830
- Racal RA17L receiver, RA37 LF adaptor, cabinet and manuals, £170.00. Solartron CD1400 15MHz dual-beam scope and manual; £75.00. Spare CRT and power supply, rack-mount £10.00. Marconi TF601A signal generator 10-300MHz, manual, £35.00. Marconi TF2400 wavemeter/frequency converter £125.00. AvO CT471A electronic multimeter, £30.00. Creed 75 teleprinter, adjust and power supply, rack-mount £10.00. Marconi dual-beam scope and manual; £75.00. Metrix LCR bridge, £25.00. Creed 1200 reel-to-reel tape recorder, £15.00. John Graham. Tel: (0462) 30201 (day), (0865) 515143 (evenings)
- Medium wave: active, Sooper Loop. High Q factor, tunable from 500kHz high end of the band, to almost 2.200kHz low end. Cost to make well over asking price of £25.00. Hand-made. NB, please enclose cost of postage. Frame size – 12 x 12in. Write to: Mike Evans, 120 Loughton Way, Buck-hurst Hill, Essex IG9 6AR
- FT-290, Ni-Cads, charger, flexi-whip, soft case, companion FL-201010 watt linear and mobile mount, original packing, £275.00. Cobra 148 GTLDX, modified for 10m, plus 150W linear with preamp and four-position power output, £170.00 ono. Will gladly demonstrate both outfits. Tel: (0903) 36780 (Worthing)
- Yaesu FL-6010 linear to match 50MHz FT-690 Mk1, anything considered. Last one needed to complete set. Tel: (091) 2689204
- Disabled amateur looking for valved HF Tx/Rx TS510/20 or similar, matching pair or KW202/KN204 considered. Will pay fair price. Will collect within reasonable distance of Halifax. Tel: (0422) 643273
- Aerial – suitable for 2-10, 15-20 and 40m. Tel: (0283) 221870
- VFO for Heathkit or KW20008 tranceivers. Dave (0283) 221870
- FT-707 GX wanted. Also FP-757 HD power supply. Frame size - 12 x 12in. Cost to make well over asking price of £25.00. Hand-made. NB, please enclose cost of postage. Frame size – 12 x 12in. Write to: Mike Evans, 120 Loughton Way, Buckhurst Hill, Essex IG9 6AR
- Philips enthusiasts please help. I urgently need circuit diagram/layout to repair a type 595 receiver. 5-band broadcast, ‘40s vintage. Suggestions for a likely source of information would also be welcome. Tel: (0905) 568118
- FT-101E or similar required for old timer to get started again. Write to: G3YQ, 12 Harpham Road, Marsh Chapel, Lincs; or Tel: (986) 337. Will collect if not too far
- Elderly HF/TCR or communications Rx, for winter restoration project. Transport available, no serious offer refused. Write to: A Elkins, c/o The Post Office, Lavenham, Sudbury, Suffolk
- FT-757 GX wanted. Also FP-757 HD power supply, must be mint inside and out. Cash waiting. Tel: (0522) 28645 anytime
- Hallicrafters SX122 Rx. Tel: (0923) 675438
- Icom R7000 receiver. Will swap any of the following items: Yaesu FRG-9600 VHF/UHF scanning receiver; FT-709R UHF multi-mode portable Tx/Rx with case and accessories; FRG-7 short wave receiver; NEC PC8201A 64K CMOS portable computer with Ni-Cads, manuals and case, or will pay cash. Bob G8VOI. Tel: (0705) 250830
- CB suitable to convert to 28MHz. Tel: (0283) 221870
- Circuit diagram and component list for Sooper Loop. Will pay £3.00 for both. Better still, if you have a neat and well-constructed Sooper Loop for sale, I am willing to pay £25.00. I am unable to collect. Write to: Mr Dobbin, 81 Falmouth Gdns, Ilford, Essex IG4 5JJ
- Philips enthusiasts please help. I urgently need circuit diagram/layout to repair a type 595 receiver. 5-band broadcast, ‘40s vintage. Suggestions for a likely source of information would also be welcome. Tel: (0905) 568118
- FT-101E or similar required for old timer to get started again. Write to: G3YQ, 12 Harpham Road, Marsh Chapel, Lincs; or Tel: (986) 337. Will collect if not too far
- Elderly HF/TCR or communications Rx, for winter restoration project. Transport available, no serious offer refused. Write to: A Elkins, c/o The Post Office, Lavenham, Sudbury, Suffolk
- FT-757 GX wanted. Also FP-757 HD power supply, must be mint inside and out. Cash waiting. Tel: (0522) 28645 anytime
- Hallicrafters SX122 Rx. Tel: (0923) 675438
- Icom R7000 receiver. Will swap any of the following items: Yaesu FRG-9600 VHF/UHF scanning receiver; FT-709R UHF multi-mode portable Tx/Rx with case and accessories; FRG-7 short wave receiver; NEC PC8201A 64K CMOS portable computer with Ni-Cads, manuals and case, or will pay cash. Bob G8VOI. Tel: (0705) 250830
- CB suitable to convert to 28MHz. Tel: (0283) 221870
- Circuit diagram and component list for Sooper Loop. Will pay £3.00 for both. Better still, if you have a neat and well-constructed Sooper Loop for sale, I am willing to pay £25.00. I am unable to collect. Write to: Mr Dobbin, 81 Falmouth Gdns, Ilford, Essex IG4 5JJ
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Selectronic
Radio communications and scanning receiver specialist
203 High Street
Canvey Island, Essex,
Tel: 0258 691461
(Open Mon-Sat 9-5.30)
Amateur radio equipment also in stock

ETSION ELECTRONICS
158 Lower Green,
Poulton-le-Fylde, Blackpool
Tel: (0253) 885107
A wide range of electronic components, IC's, capacitors, transistors, resistors, plugs and sockets etc

24V Ni-Cad battery contains twenty XD type cells, used condition, some cells may be faulty...............................£12.00
Spring tension gauges, set of 3, 0-4 ounce, 0-16 ounce, 0-6lbs..................£2.00
Ex Vulcan bomber hitch and roll assembly, contains gears, shafts, bearings etc.....£15.00
Range and bearing marker unit, contains bevel gears, servos, shafts etc.............£15.00
Ex Government Gaiger counter with 3 probes x-ray, alpha, beta .....................£45.00
MUIRHEAD Fax receiver type K401845.00
Transmitter type K40301845.00
Other types in stock
Type R210 receiver 2-15 MHz, complete with plug and headphones..........£35.00
ITT UHF TX-RX base station ...........................................£40.00
ITT 140 MHz VHF transmitter .........................................£40.00
Collins R309A receiver, poor condition..................................£150.00
Ring for details

Readyphone 100 watt, LIN, amplifier, complete with ATU...........................£70.00

Prices include postage and packing

A C ELECTRONIC SERVICE
17 Appleton Grove, Leeds LS9 9EN
TELEPHONE: 0532 496048
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NEW VHF MICROTRANSMITTER KIT, tuneable 90-115MHz, 500 metre range, sensitive electret microphone, high quality PCB, SPECIAL OFFER complete kit ONLY £35, POST FREE. Access orders telephone 021 411 1821, cheques/P.O.'s to:
QUANTIK ELECTRONICS LTD, Dept REW, 48a Station Road, Northfield, Birmingham, B31 9TE

PROFESSIONAL SURVEILLANCE EQUIPMENT
Crystal Controlled Transmitters, Telephone Transmitters and Covert Body Transmitters
High Grade, Superb Stability
Countersurveillance
Portable and Pocket Bug Detectors and the Unique C3420 Top Defect System which will Nullify the Effect of ANY Telephone Interceptions
(includes outside receivers, E transmitters etc)
Cyberscan International
3 Eastcote View, Pinner, Middlesex HA5 1AT.
01-866 3300. FAX: 01 429 0950

IAN FISHER COMMUNICATIONS
CB Works, The Market Shop, Market Place, Stanhope, County Durham
(0385) 829446
Main Distributors of 2W4M CB radios and the NEW CEPT models including UNIDEN and DNT.
Including UK, and CCTV walkie talkies.
Large stocks of coaxial cable, plugs, sockets and adaptors.
Stockists of the new UNIDEN 3600 Multimode Transmitter receiver
AIRBAND RADIO
Superb new SKYTECH 8000 airband and PMR band receivers £135
Very latest sonic 8424 multiband radio receiver airband - PMR band £125
Very latest SINOIC 8424 Multi Band Radio receiver AIRBAND & FM from 85MHz to 176MHz with two aerials £125
All available via mail order. Retail/Wholesale
OPEN: MON-SAT 10.30am-6.00pm SUN 2.30 - 4.30
RING FOR DETAILS (0388) 85448
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ADVERTISING RATES & INFORMATION

DISPLAY AD RATES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>depth (mm) x width (mm)</th>
<th>1 issue</th>
<th>2 issues</th>
<th>6 issues</th>
<th>12 issues</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>61 x 90</td>
<td>£31.00</td>
<td>£38.00</td>
<td>£32.00</td>
<td>£73.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>128 x 90 or 61 x 188</td>
<td>£180.00</td>
<td>£210.00</td>
<td>£145.00</td>
<td>£245.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>£130.00</td>
<td>£160.00</td>
<td>£112.00</td>
<td>£205.00</td>
</tr>
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<td>£300.00</td>
<td>£220.00</td>
<td>£415.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>263 x 364</td>
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<td>£700.00</td>
<td>£500.00</td>
<td>£910.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<td>£1100.00</td>
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</table>
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World Radio History
Vertical HF Antennas for 10-15-20 designed and manufactured in the UK. We introduce a new concept in design giving exceptional performance with a very low VSWR across the band and no adjustments required. Supreme mechanical construction, extruded aluminium brackets, stainless steel and galvanised fittings, high tensile tubing, waxoil coating to prevent corrosion.

D.X.TRISTAR. Introduction at NEC "SUPERB DX PERFORMANCE FROM THE SMALLEST OF GARDENS" Have you seen the review? A new approach to the TRI-BAND vertical end fed aircraft wire using two trapped tabular self supporting radials. Very easy to assemble, no adjustments necessary. £94.00

WVB-1 TRI-BAND vertical with wire radial kit. Price £70.00

Prices include VAT, post packing and insurance. Please send for details.

MYWANDERING LTD, BARNWELL HOUSE, BARNWELL DRIVE
CAMBRIDGE. CB5 8JU.
Tel 0223 410699

The undated pack king for over 20 years, we offer you the very best in Electronic Components and Semiconductors that you can buy. Look at our rates and you will see that we always have our "Satisfaction or money back guarantee". For 1989 we offer more and more Super Value Packs. All goods advertised in stock at time of going to press. This is just a small part of our stocks.

Send a stamped SAE for our Free Catalogue. Please note our new mail order address: Bi-Pak, PO Box 33, Royton, Herts S58 5DF. Telephone 0736 248511.
Scanner Package
Challenger BJ200 Mk2
HF/VHF Scanning Receiver
* 25-520MHz (with gaps)
* 16 memory channels, search scan priority, function and delay
* Includes civil and most of military bands
* C/W Free Raycom air band antenna
£189.00 + p&p £10.00

CTE 1600
Hand-held
(same as IC2E)
* Inc Free 2m magmount ant
* 144-148MHz, c/w Ni-Cad charger
* 2.5W output
* Ideal mobile portable use
£149.00 + p&p £10.00 (While present stocks last)

Bearcat
BC 200XLT

Bearcat UBC200XLT
The New Scanning Receiver
* C/W Free mobile antenna
* 29-956MHz (with gaps)
* 200 memory channels
* Detachable Ni-Cads
* C/W Ni-Cad/charger
£239.00 + p&p £10.00

Dual-Band Mobile Package
Icom IC3200 144/430 Transceiver
* C/W Free dual band mobile ant
* 25W on both bands. 10 memories * Built-in duplexer
£399.00 + p&p £10.00 (While stocks last)

The Ultimate Receiving Stations
Icom ICR7000
VHF/UHF Cont Coverage Receiver
* Inc Free Royal 1300 discone ant (AH7000)
* All modes * 25-1300MHz (2GHz)
£925.00 Carr £10.00 (Limited stocks)

Icom ICR71 SW Receiver
* Free long wire receiving antenna
* Covers all short wave bands
£825.00 Carr £10.00 (Limited stocks)

HF Station Package
Yaesu FT747GX All Band/Mode Transceiver
* C/W Free 20A regulated PSU * Inc Raycom Mk2 RX mod for better RX performance * 120W RF output
* Continuous coverage receiver
£725.00 Carr £12.50 (Limited supplies)

Our Famous Yaesu FRG9600 Packages
* Free Royal 1300 25-1300MHz discone * Supplied with free mains PSU
* Improved receiver specification
* Wide choice of options
Mk2 60-950MHz @ £545.00
Mk3 100kHz-950MHz @ £699.00 + p&p £10.00

Raycom Communications Systems Ltd
International House, 963 Wolverhampton Road
Oldbury, West Midlands B69 4RJ
Telephone 021 544 6767 Fax 544 7124 Telex 336483 Identi-G

New Icom Super Rigs
* Icom IC2GE..........................£265.00
* Icom IC32E...........................£399.00
* Icom IC3210E.......................£499.00

Expandable RX. POA
Call us for the best deal around
Call in, easy to get to, easy parking

For the best in Amatuer Radio
Raycom are authorised dealers/distributors for all of the products we sell.

Full range of Icom, Yaesu, Bearcat-Uniden, MFJ, Butternut, Jaybeam, Tonna, Welz in stock. Most products available in this magazine available at Raycom, plus our special package deals. Call us now for details.